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Abstract
Exploring the Effectiveness of Multiple-Exemplar Training for Visual Analysis of AB-Design
Graphs
by
Verena S. Bethke
Advisor: Bertram O. Ploog
In behavior analysis, data are usually analyzed using visual analysis of the graphed data. There
are a wide range of methods used to visually analyze data, from a basic ‘textbook’ style approach
to the use of visual aids, decision-rubrics, and computer-based approaches. In the literature, there
have been some comparisons of the efficacy of different approaches. Visual analysis as a
behavior can be taught using a variety of methods, independent of how the skill itself is to be
performed. Teaching methods include lecture, online instruction, and equivalence-based
instruction. There is not much research on the teaching of visual analysis specifically, though
there are a wide range of behavioral teaching approaches to choose from. Finally, there are a
variety of methods for assessing visual analysis, from interrater reliability to different measures
of accuracy, to signal detection theory. Advantages and disadvantages of assessment methods, as
well as additional assessment methods from other areas of psychological and behavior analytic
research are discussed. The present study used an adapted form of multiple-exemplar training to
train naïve participants how to visually analyze graphs. Different aspects of the training were
systematically manipulated to examine their effects. The naïve participants’ performance was
compared to that of machine learning algorithms which were trained using similar methods, as
well as to the performance of experts. Participants’ visual analysis decisions are discussed in
terms of interrater reliability, different measures of accuracy, signal detection theory, and
functional measurement.
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Exploring the Effectiveness of Multiple-Exemplar Training for Visual Analysis of AB-Design
Graphs
Introduction to Visual Analysis
In behavior analysis, data are usually analyzed using visual analysis of the graphed data.
Typically, the data will be time-series data resulting from a small-n design, though there are
other contexts in which researchers might use visual analysis. The goal of visual analysis is
usually to determine whether a graph demonstrates a functional relation: there needs to be a clear
change in the dependent variable and internal validity needs to be high, that is, the change in the
dependent variable needs to clearly be the result of the independent variable (Johnston &
Pennypacker, 1993). To determine that a change in the dependent variable is clearly the result of
the independent variable, a researcher would examine whether there was a level change between
the different baseline and treatment phases of the graph, while considering features such as
general trends and the variability of the data.
The Basic Approach to Visual Analysis
The basic approach to conceptualizing data in the field of Behavior Analysis is the one
described by Cooper et al. (2019) in the textbook Applied Behavior Analysis. While Cooper et al.
are careful to point out that there is no formalized set of rules, they do provide some guidelines
of graphical properties to focus on when determining whether behavior changed and whether that
change was due to the independent variable, such as the variability found in the data, the level,
and any trends in the data. Using these properties of the graph, the analyst should look both
within each condition on the graph and between conditions. Within conditions, high variability
would usually indicate less control over the behavior and less stability. Also, within each
condition, the level of the data points should be determined. This assessment could be done by
1
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eyeballing the data points or by drawing a median level line. Changes in level within a condition
could also be assessed simply by appearance, or by finding the difference between first and last
data points in a condition, or the difference in medians between the first set and last set of data
points. The trend within each condition can be described in terms of direction, magnitude, and
variability. Trend can be assessed by drawing a line through the data points using several
methods: a freehand drawn line, a least-squares regression line, or a split-middle line of progress.
Once each condition is examined individually, between-condition comparisons are made.
These comparisons take into account the things that happened within each condition: whether the
level changes between adjacent conditions, whether the direction of the trend changes or whether
there was already an increasing trend that simply continued after the phase change, whether
things only changed from baseline in the presence of the independent variable, and so on.
Integral to this process is baseline logic: it should be possible, based on the data collected, to
predict what future data will look like, to verify that the given behavior would have remained
unchanged from baseline had the treatment or intervention not been introduced, and to replicate
these changes in behavior from baseline to treatment to demonstrate internal validity. It is
important to note here, that though this first approach is presented separately from other
approaches, it forms the basis of (and is intended to be modified by) most of the analysis
approaches described below.
Advantages and Disadvantages of Visual Analysis
The basic approach to visual analysis can be performed very quickly (Cooper et al.,
2019). Given only data points on a graph, an analyst could, on the fly, assess the data and make
relevant decisions based on it. This time efficiency is essential in the practical, clinical settings

2
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where visual analysis is often used. However, the efficiency is lost when the analyst has to draw
criterion lines before performing the analysis.
Visual analysis is also generally argued to be more conservative, in the sense that visual
analysis of the data should be less prone to Type I errors than statistical analysis (Cooper et al.,
2019). An analysis commits a Type I error when it identifies an effect when, in reality, there was
no effect. The idea that visual analysis is less prone to Type I errors appears to be based on how
some statistically significant effects are not apparent to the naked eye when simply looking at a
graph. However, this claim may not be accurate, depending on the approach used. Stewart et al.
(2007), for example, found that Type I error rates were unacceptably high after a lecture
approach to teach visual analysis, but not when using a conservative dual-criteria (CDC) method
(see below). The former would benefit from being faster and easier to do in a practical setting,
while the latter would, while being more conservative, lose the benefit of being faster to do in
practice since the criterion lines must be drawn before analysis. Another criticism of visual
analysis is that it may not be as reliable as it should be. Reliability is generally measured as
interrater reliability, and the criticism is that different raters will too frequently come to different
conclusions regarding the same graph.
Notably, though the discussion of visual analysis's (social) validity has long been present
in behavior analysis (Wolf, 1978), it is difficult to discuss any type of validity unless one first
establishes reliability. Thus, the present paper will focus on the reliability component
specifically.
How Reliable is Visual Analysis?
DeProspero and Cohen (1979) performed the first study investigating the reliability of
visual analysis, and what kinds of graph characteristics may influence it. In this study, they

3
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created graphs of ABAB designs. DeProspero and Cohen used linear equations to create their
graphs, in contrast to some of the more recent studies described later. This procedure results in
graph characteristics that are more straightforward in the sense that trends, for example, will
always be linear, and the degree of the trend can be manipulated in a relatively predictable way.
However, it also results in lower ecological validity since a lot of time-series data are, by their
nature, autocorrelated. Autocorrelated data correlate with a delayed version of themselves as a
function of delay. Early studies of visual analysis, such as this one, generally used linear
equations. Due to criticisms that these linear equations do not represent authentic data very well,
later studies (e.g., Matyas and Greenwood, 1990) switched to using autoregressive equations to
generate their graphs. These autoregressive equations produce autocorrelated data and are
described in more detail below.
DeProspero and Cohen (1979) presented participants, all reviewers of behavioral
journals, with graphs that contained different combinations of four characteristics: pattern of
mean shift across the four phases, degree of mean shift between phases, and variability and trend
of the data within the phases. Participants were asked, based on these graphs, to rate each graph
on a scale of zero to 100 how satisfactory a demonstration of experimental control it was. Using
the Pearson product-moment correlation, they found an interrater reliability of 0.61. This value is
far below generally acceptable degrees of interrater reliability. A later replication by Kahng et al.
(2010) re-examined the same graph characteristics and invited reviewers from both the Journal
of the Experimental Analysis of Behavior and the Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis to
participate. In addition to the 0 to 100 scale, Kahng et al. also included a dichotomous yes or no
question on whether each graph demonstrated experimental control or not. Instead of the Pearson
product-moment correlation, Kahng et al. used the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) to

4
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calculate interrater agreement for the zero to 100 scale. The ICC is appropriate when there are
several raters of the same phenomena, and it is preferable when the Pearson product-moment
correlation is likely to be biased due to repeatedly using the same participants. The ICC for
absolute agreement was 0.89, and, to relate this outcome to DeProspero and Cohen’s previous
study, the Pearson product-moment correlation was 0.93. For the yes/no question, Kahng et al.
calculated a mean Cohen’s kappa of 0.84, which measures interrater agreement for qualitative or
categorical items and considers the possibility that this agreement might have occurred by
chance. The interrater reliability found by Kahng et al. is much higher than that reported by
DeProspero and Cohen in the earlier study. This result could be because of some methodological
changes that Kahng et al. made in their replication, particularly their choice to include a
definition of experimental control, which DeProspero and Cohen had not included. However, the
higher reliability could also simply be due to changes in behavior analysts' training in the 31
years that elapsed between the two studies.
In another replication using Board-Certified Behavior Analysts (BCBAs®) and editorial
board members, Diller et al. (2016) found three significant interactions between participant
ratings and graph characteristics. Mean shift and trend interacted such that, at low mean shifts, a
trend resulted in higher ratings of experimental control than no trend. At high mean shifts, there
was no difference. Mean shift and variability interacted such that at low degrees of mean shift,
the different amounts of variability impacted ratings. At high degrees of mean shift, they did not.
Variability and trend interacted such that at low variabilities, a trend resulted in higher ratings
than no trend. At high variabilities, there was no difference. They also found main effects of
variability and mean shift, but not for trend. The interaction results mirror Kahng et al.’s (2010),
but Diller et al. did not find the same main effect of trend. Diller et al. also found relatively low

5
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interrater reliability: between .43 (for all participants) and .69 (for just the editorial board
members) using the Pearson product-moment correlation for the 100-point rating scale. For the
yes-no questions, the Kappa intraclass correlation coefficient values varied widely: from as low
as .04 to as high as .94, depending on the particular question. On some, BCBAs were more
reliable, whereas, on others, the editorial board members were, though overall, BCBAs appeared
to be less consistent.
In a slightly different approach to the question, Gibson and Ottenbacher (1988) asked
rehabilitation therapists to rate AB design graphs on a 6-point scale regarding whether there is a
significant performance change across the graphs’ two phases. The graphs that they showed the
participants varied across six different factors: the degree of mean shift across phases, the degree
of variability across phases, the change in level across phases, the change in slope across phases,
the amount of overlap across two phases, and the degree of serial dependency in the data set.
They then analyzed interrater reliability using an ICC corresponding to a random-effects, oneway ANOVA. The interrater reliability ranged from 0.52 to 0.66 for each graph. The
disagreement was higher when changes in level and mean shift were low and when the slope was
high. Uncertainty was also higher when mean shift and change in level were low and when slope
and overlap were high.
In their meta-analysis on this topic, Ninci et al. (2015) compiled data from 19 articles,
including 32 individual results. Using these data, they obtained the mean proportion of interrater
agreement for the stimulus graphs used in the studies. The different articles they took into
consideration calculated interrater agreement in one of two ways: as the number of raters in the
largest rating group divided by the total number of raters for each graph (e.g., Gibson &
Ottenbacher, 1988), or as the number of agreements between pairs of ratings divided by all

6
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possible pairs for each graph. Overall, the weighted interrater agreement across all studies under
consideration was .76.
Ninci et al. (2015) also coded several potential moderators across the different studies:
design family of the graph (most studies were of AB and ABA designs, a few were of multielement designs, and one examined multiple-baseline design); rater expertise; whether contextual
information was provided; whether additional visual aids were provided; whether the construct
being rated was defined; and the number of rating-scale options. In statistics, a moderator refers
to a variable that influences a predictor variable's effect on the outcome variable. In other words,
at one level of the moderating variable, there might be a positive correlation between the
predictor and the outcome, while at the other level of the moderator, there might be a negative
correlation between the predictor and the outcome.
Ninci et al. (2015) found that multi-element designs tended to have a higher interrater
agreement (around .80) than AB and ABA designs (around .71). While experience did not appear
to have a large impact on agreement, experienced raters might have a slightly lower interrater
agreement than less experienced raters. Ninci et al. suggest that this result may be due to the
variety of backgrounds and training that the experienced individuals have received, which could
produce differences in how they rate the graphs. Beginner raters, on the other hand, who received
similar training in a single-case research course, may therefore be more consistent. Complete
novice raters were more similar to expert raters in inconsistency. Providing contextual
information for graphs did not seem to affect agreement, but visual aids such as progress or
criterion lines may improve agreement if analysts are trained to use them. Operational
definitions, too, appear to increase agreement. Rating scale effects seemed to depend on the
question participants were asked, though not surprisingly, scales of 2 (agree or disagree that there

7
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is a significant change across phases) generally produced higher agreement than scales of 3.
Ninci et al. conclude that more research is needed on multi-element designs and multiplebaseline designs and suggest including contextual descriptions in future studies, even though the
latter did not seem to affect rater agreement.
Ford et al. (2020) have since followed up on whether the presence of contextual
information for a graph impacts the interrater agreement. In this study, the context consisted of
information about the dependent variable, the independent variable, the setting, and the
participant. It also included a figure description. Participants were randomly assigned to either
receive this context or no context, with identical graphs. Overall, the interrater agreement was
high (91% to 100%) for both groups, and there did not seem to be a difference between them.
One key difference to some previous research on the topic was that, in this study, authentic data
graphs were used rather than artificial data graphs. The lack of provided context is frequently
given as a limitation of studies investigating visual analysis, but results such as these seem to
indicate that this lack of context may not make a discernable difference in terms of interrater
agreement.
In a different follow-up, Wolfe et al. (2016) addressed whether the low interrater
agreement found by previous research may be due to the use of AB research designs. Instead,
they set out to investigate multiple-baseline designs, both in terms of agreement on the individual
tiers and agreement on the overall functional relation. Wolfe et al. selected graphs for this study
from published research and provided context with each graph. Participants consisted of expert
raters (editorial board members). Overall, the pairwise percent agreement for the presence of a
functional relation ranged from 55% to 97% (Cohen’s kappa ranged from .17 to .94). The ICC
was .58 overall for the presence of a functional relation. Despite this low ICC, raters’ overall
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functional relation decisions were unanimous on a third of the graphs. For the separate tiers of
the multiple-baseline graphs, pairwise agreement ranged from 60% to 97% (Cohen’s kappa
ranged from .22 to .91), with an ICC of .61. When they examined decisions more closely, they
found that raters differed in how many tiers were needed to show an effect for the rater to decide
that the graph showed an overall functional relation. While the largest group of raters (at 42.3%)
decided that there was a functional relation if and only if there was an effect in all three tiers,
some raters (7.7%), on occasion, would determine that an effect in only one tier was sufficient.
Wolfe et al. concluded that, despite their best efforts at addressing concerns from previous
studies on interrater reliability, expert agreement remained mediocre.
Whether trend lines are helpful visual aids has also been explored further (Nelson et al.,
2017). Specifically, Nelson et al. investigated whether the magnitude of the trend, the variability
of the observations, the magnitude of an extreme value, and the extreme value location would
impact participants' decisions. All participants received graphs containing trend lines, and all
participants received basic visual analysis training. Half of the participants also received training
on identifying and considering the influence of extreme values in the data. Overall, participants
who only received basic training correctly identified trend 52% of the time and had low accuracy
when identifying whether the trend was positive (55% accurate), negative (65% accurate), or
whether there was no trend at all (38%). Participants who received additional training were
slightly more accurate in identifying trend (66%), as well as for identifying positive (71%),
negative (78%), and no trend (49%) conditions. When there are extreme values, and the data are
variable with only weak trends, both groups' participants were the least accurate at identifying
trends. It is notable that, when there was high variability but no extreme values, raters were still
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reasonably accurate at identifying the presence of a trend (95%). Overall, this study supports the
idea that trend lines are helpful, particularly when raters are trained at using them.
Visual aids have also been studied concerning their effects on rater accuracy (Van
Norman et al., 2013). When using artificial-data scatterplots with pre-determined slope values,
the presence of a trend line, or trend and aim lines, appears to make a difference to participant
accuracy compared to just a scatterplot.
Is Visual Analysis Conservative?
Other researchers have investigated how conservative visual analysis is. The studies
regarding conservativeness usually take a signal detection approach. Signal detection theory
provides a method for determining an organism’s ability to differentiate between patterns that
contain a signal (or stimulus) and patterns that do not contain a signal (and only contain noise). It
allows the researcher to determine the participants’ sensitivity to the signal and any potential
response bias present. In a signal detection study, the participant may simply respond
dichotomously whether the signal was present or not, or the participant may respond on a rating
scale of how certain he or she is that the signal was present or absent. The data obtained from
these procedures produce conditional probabilities for each participant’s responses, given
whether the signal was present or not.
These conditional probabilities describe four possible decisions, given the reality of the
signal’s absence or presence: hits, false alarms (or Type I errors), correct rejections, and misses
(or Type II errors). A “hit” is to correctly identify a present signal as present. A “false alarm” or
“Type I error” is to incorrectly identify an absent signal as present. A “correct rejection” is to
correctly identify an absent signal as absent. Finally, a “miss” or “Type II error” is to incorrectly
identify a present signal as absent. Rather than merely categorizing responses as correct or
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incorrect, this approach allows for more specific identification of the kinds of errors and correct
responses that participants make. In addition to these four categories of decision, data from a
signal detection experiment can also provide in sensitivity and bias data. Sensitivity refers to
how easy or hard it is for a participant to detect the signal, while bias refers to a pattern in which
a participant is more likely to respond that there is a signal (with a liberal bias; e.g., when pay-off
is high) or that there is not (with a conservative bias; e.g., when penalty is high).
Finally, putting visual analysis in terms of Type I and Type II errors facilitates
comparison to statistical methods that are generally discussed in terms of their error rates and
power. Power, in this context, is the probability of a “hit”: to correctly identify a present signal as
present. The probability of a Type II error and Power are directly related: both describe decisions
made when the signal is present and therefore sum to 100% of decisions made when the signal is
present. As a result, lower Type II error rates mean higher Power and vice versa. In addition,
efforts to reduce Type I error rates also generally result in higher Type II error rates and lower
Power.
For example, Matyas and Greenwood (1990) also assessed the error rates made by visual
analysts. They varied different characteristics of AB graphs using an autoregressive model.
Autoregressive models, or equations, take the form of 𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡 = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑏 + 𝑑𝑑 + 𝑒𝑒. In this equation,
𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡 represents the value at time t, 𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡−1 represents the value at time t – 1, a represents the

autoregression coefficient, b represents the preintervention initial level, d represents the
intervention effect, and e consists of a normally distributed variable with a mean of 0 and a
standard deviation of s. This type of autoregressive model can simulate the autocorrelated data
that tend to come out of behavioral research.
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Matyas and Greenwood (1990) used a sample consisting of (1) graduate students
currently taking courses in single-case design and analysis and (2) currently practicing health
professionals. They found that miss (Type II) error rates were significantly lower than false
alarm (Type I) error rates. This pattern should not occur with a conservative approach. The
difference between miss rates and false alarm rates was larger when random variability or degree
of autocorrelation increased. They also found a significant interaction between variability and
autocorrelation for Type I error rates, such that Type I error rates were higher when there was
high variability. These increases were more pronounced when there was also a positive
autocorrelation present.
In response to Matyas and Greenwood’s (1990) findings, Allison et al. (1992) point out
that Type I error rates are likely even higher in real-life visual analysis applications because
many experiments in Applied Behavior Analysis use a response-guided approach. A responseguided approach means that analysts do not only look at the graphed data of completed
experiments but instead plot and analyze the data as they become available. This analysis then
informs whether and how to continue the experiment. This kind of repeated checking and
decision-making would quickly result in a much higher Type I error rate than the one estimated
by Matyas and Greenwood. The rationale for this is as follows: Assuming that their estimate per
inspection is correct at 0.1, inspecting a graph as few as five times throughout the study would
result in an overall actual Type I error rate of 25.9%. Even with a Type I error rate of 5% across
five inspections, the total error rate could still result in an overall error rate of 14.4%. See Allison
et al. (1992) for an explanation of this calculation.
Fisch (1998, 2001) found similar patterns to Matyas and Greenwood (1990) and, in a
more in-depth application of the signal-detection approach, expanded the earlier findings and
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investigated the participants’ sensitivity and bias. Fisch (1998) used a similar approach to Matyas
and Greenwood across a series of studies. In the first study, Fisch compared AB and ABA
designs with different numbers of data points per phase. Overall, Type II errors were high when
there were either only level or only trend effects. Participants frequently misidentified graphs
depicting both types of effects as treatment-only graphs. Participants identified level treatment
effects better in ABA designs than in AB ones, but there was no difference in detecting trend
alone or a treatment effect combined with a trend effect. Participants appeared to be less
successful when there were more data points per phase and less successful when each phase had
a different number of data points. A relatively large number of Type II errors compared to Type I
errors (i.e., a conservative bias) does not match Matyas and Greenwood's earlier findings, though
this disagreement could be partially due to the different response choices given to participants.
Further, Fisch (1998) found that y-axis labeling made no difference to error rate, and
neither did visual aids provided with no training. However, placing the function at the top or the
bottom of the graph produced a higher proportion of correct responses to a presence or absence
of level treatment effects. Skilled observers also appeared to make more correct decisions and
fewer errors than graduate students. Finally, while practicing drawing freehand trendlines
improved the skill of drawing trendlines, it did not improve rating accuracy.
In a later follow-up study, Fisch (2001) used roughly the same method as in his previous
studies. In addition to many of the same manipulations he used previously, he also compared
autoregressive and linear graphs. He calculated hits, correct rejections, false alarms, misses, and
undefined errors for each study. A hit would occur when a participant correctly identified a graph
containing only a treatment effect, only a trend, or both. A correct rejection was recorded when a
participant correctly identified a graph as having no effects at all. A false alarm occurred when a
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participant identified either or both effects in a graph containing none. A miss occurred when a
participant identified no effect in a graph that contained either or both. Finally, undefined errors
included any other situation, for example, a participant identifying only a treatment effect in a
graph containing both.
Overall, level effects were not detected as reliably as expected, and trends were not
detected at all (Fisch, 2001). Again, this result would indicate a high proportion of Type II errors.
For the most part, the findings replicated those of the earlier (Fisch, 1998) study: Participants
were more accurate in ABA designs, and graphs with differing numbers of data points in each
phase produced a higher proportion of correctly identified treatment effects. In graphs that
contained both trends and treatment effects, participants tended to make more undefined errors in
that they reported the treatment effect but not the trend. Unfortunately, the signal detection
analysis results did not separate the errors for level and trend, which would have made it easier to
compare these results to the results of previous research.
Overall, across most of the five studies (Fisch, 2001), participants detected effects above
chance level, though this was not always true for the trend effects. Several participants showed
either a conservative or liberal bias, though a conservative bias appeared to be, overall, more
common. This result would then support the idea that perhaps visual analysts are conservatively
biased in their analyses.
A different style of signal detection experiment might shed light on this issue. The visual
analysis signal detection research thus far has used stimuli with discrete signal strengths present.
For example, one might present stimuli with much smaller changes between each presentation
instead of using only five different amounts of level change. While a true continuum would
likely be technically challenging to achieve, creating a more extensive set of graphs that, for
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example, increase the amount of mean shift in tiny increments would be possible. This kind of
procedure would require presenting many graphs to each participant, so this kind of study would
likely have to be done one graph characteristic at a time to avoid participant fatigue.
In the interest of lowering the number of graphs each participant must respond to, another
approach might be to use a psychophysical method of adjustment, wherein the participant could
adjust the difference between the two phases until it is no longer noticeable to them. This method
would still require the existence of a continuum of graphs or a program that could create them on
the fly. An algorithmic approach (similar to the psychophysical stair-case method) could have a
similar result: the participant does not directly adjust the stimulus but indirectly adjusts it with
his or her responses. For example, one might start with one particular signal strength somewhere
in the middle of the continuum (50%, for the sake of this example). Then, depending on whether
a participant can detect it or not, one could show another graph at about 25% (if they were able
to detect it) or 75% (if they could not detect it) of the continuum. After that, the signal's strength
would be repeatedly adjusted up or down to the next halfway point, depending on the
participant’s response, until there is a relatively narrow estimate of two points between which the
threshold must lie.
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Expanding on the Basic Approach to Visual Analysis
In response to some of the aforementioned criticisms regarding reliability and
conservativeness, researchers have suggested a range of systematic additions or alternatives to
the ‘basic’ visual analysis approach. Suggestions vary widely: some involve adding specific
visual aids to the graph, following a more standardized decision-making tree, or using statistical
procedures either in addition to or instead of visually inspecting the graph.
Split-Middle Method
Although it is perhaps not very common in practice (Gast & Spriggs, 2010), one of the
best known supplemental methods for visually analyzing data is using a split-middle (SM) line of
progress. Fundamentally, it is a quick method of estimating a least-squares linear regression line.
To apply this method, the researcher divides the data points in one phase of the graph into two
halves and draws a vertical line between them such that half the data points are on the left
(chronologically the first half), and half are on the right (chronologically the second half). If
there is an odd number of points, this line passes through the middle point. Each half of the data
points is then divided into halves again, in the same manner, and two shorter vertical lines
represent these midpoints. After finding these two midpoints for the x-axis, the next step is to
find the two corresponding midpoints on the y-axis. These are found by calculating the median y
value of both the first half of the data points and the second half of the data points. This process
results in two intersections: the first half’s midpoints for x and y and the second half’s midpoints
for x and y. A quarter-intersect line of progress is then drawn to connect the two points. This
quarter-intersect line of progress is moved up or down until there is an equal number of data
points above and below the line. This final SM line is the split-middle line of progress. This
process can then be repeated for any other phases in the graph. These lines are meant to be used
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as a decision-making aid to help visualize the difference between two (or more) phases. It is also
possible to superimpose a previous phase’s SM line onto a subsequent phase and to assess
whether there is a difference based on the binomial test, but this method may not be appropriate
due to the serial dependence that is frequently present in behavioral data (Fisher et al., 2003).
Dual-Criteria (DC) and Conservative Dual-Criteria (CDC) Methods
Both the dual-criteria (DC) and the conservative dual-criteria (CDC) methods are
extensions of the SM method (Fisher et al., 2003). The first step in the DC method is to
superimpose the SM line from the preceding phase in the graph onto the next adjacent phase. In
addition, a line representing the arithmetic mean of the preceding phase is also superimposed
onto the next adjacent phase. To conclude that there is a difference between the two phases, the
data need to meet two criteria. First, based on the binomial test, a specified number of data points
in the second of the two phases must fall above (or below) the SM trend line. Second, the same
number of data points (based on the binomial test) must also fall above (or below) the mean line.
In the CDC approach, the two criterion lines are adjusted up (or down) by 0.25 standard
deviations, as calculated from the preceding phase.
Though there is some debate on the rate of false positives in dual-criteria methods, based
on data extracted from published studies, it appears that three data points in the first phase and
five data points in the second phase are sufficient to produce acceptable levels of false positives
(below .05; Lanovaz et al., 2017). Subsequent studies have replicated this finding (e.g., Falligant
et al., 2020). Though one of the downsides of DC and CDC methods is that they might be
challenging to do on the fly, as they require a multi-step procedure and also a binomial test table,
there is at least one automated tool in the form of a set of Excel sheets to make this task easier
(Swoboda et al., 2010).
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Statistical Methods
Many different statistical methods have been suggested for use in single-case
experimental designs. Depending on the data, the number of participants, and whether the
relevant assumptions are met or not, it may be possible to use Least-squares General Linear
Models (GLMs). Hierarchical Linear Modeling (HLM) is also showing promise. HLM may be
viable across different single-case research designs, including multiple-baseline designs (Nelson,
2012; Shadish et al., 2013). A longitudinal HLM model may be more accurate than a simpler
model (Nelson, 2012).
Different interrupted time-series analysis (ITSA) methods may also be suitable.
Conceptually, ITSA methods remove autocorrelation so that statistical tests can then analyze the
data without violating assumptions of data independence. One technique for ITSA is to search
for autocorrelation values that best fit the data, remove autocorrelation from each score, and then
perform a t-test on the uncorrelated data to compare two phases. This process assumes that the
data have no slope. Some analysis programs use this method. A second method, ITSE
(Interrupted Time-Series Experiment), can be used when the data do have a slope. Using matrix
algebra, ITSE determines whether the second phase differs in any way from the extension of the
phase 1 trend line, whether these lines have different y-intercepts, and whether the lines have
different slopes (Crosbie & Sharpley, 1989). Interrupted time-series simulation (ITSSIM), which
is also a method specific to interrupted time-series data, has also been suggested (Tarlow, 2017).
Tarlow’s initial investigation suggests that it may be a powerful tool and would allow for metaanalyses of single-case data, which is otherwise difficult to do.
Specifically for alternating-treatments designs, randomization tests may be appropriate.
To use a randomization test, the researcher must randomly assign measurement occasions or
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sessions to experimental conditions. In a reversal design, one would have to randomly determine
when to change conditions between baseline and intervention, which is often not how these
designs are done in practice. However, researchers and clinicians do frequently randomly assign
sessions to conditions in alternating-treatments designs, which would make these a particularly
good fit. To perform a randomization test with, for example, one baseline and one treatment
condition, one would first take the mean difference between the two conditions (i.e., the mean of
the treatment subtracted from the mean of the baseline). One would then take the same mean
difference for each possible order of conditions that might have been chosen in the study (by
reassigning each data point, according to the “new” order). This process creates a distribution of
possible mean differences, and one can then compare the mean difference obtained in the study
to this distribution to see how extreme of a number it is compared to what was possible. Weaver
and Lloyd (2019) found that agreement between statistical and visual analyses varied depending
on the statistical procedure’s alpha level when they applied randomization tests to previously
published alternating treatments data. As measured by Cohen’s kappa, the agreement was highest
(.75) when the alpha level was .05, compared to higher and lower alpha values. When they
looked at family-wise error rates instead, agreement at an alpha of .05 decreased to .57. Overall
agreement was highest (.72) when the family-wise alpha level was adjusted to .1.
Interestingly, Weaver and Lloyd (2019) interpreted the results in two ways: once
assuming that the author’s decision in the original article was correct, and once assuming that the
decision made by the randomization test was correct. Assuming that the original authors’
decisions were correct, they looked at the incidence of false positives using the statistical test.
For the individual alpha values, the incidence of false positives was between 1.6 and 2.5 times
higher than expected for every alpha level except for .001 (e.g., 11% of p-values were below .05,
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which is more than twice as many as one would expect). The rate of false positives was lower
when looking at family-wise error rate instead. Assuming that the statistical test was correct, they
examined the incidence of false positives using visual analysis. Visual analysis missed 8% of
significant comparisons at an alpha of .05, 15% at an alpha of .1, and 2% at an alpha of .01. The
authors suggest that this could imply that visual analysis is too conservative in some cases and
that visual analysts may be attending to data features that the statistical analysis does not
consider.
Levin et al. (2016) also successfully applied a selection of different randomization tests to
multiple-baseline designs. Though the tests had different advantages and disadvantages, they
generally maintained low Type I error rates, though some produced higher power than others.
They recommended different tests depending on whether all cases had the same series length or
not.
Aside from statistical calculations, there have also been efforts to create software
packages to facilitate graphing and interpretation of single-case research data. For example,
Bulté and Onghena (2012) created a set of R packages that can graph data and draw in various
graph parameters, such as different representations of variability, level, and trend. It can also use
various randomization-based hypothesis tests that may be appropriate depending on the research
design.
Machine Learning Methods
A much more recent development has been to use machine learning algorithms for visual
analysis (Lanovaz et al., 2020). Lanovaz et al. used four different machine learning algorithms.
All four algorithms were trained using authentic data extracted from published articles. The four
algorithms used were: stochastic gradient descent, support vector classifier, random forest, and
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dense neural network. Each algorithm received a set of data (summary data for each graph). The
information for each graph included a “correct answer” for whether or not that graph shows an
effect. In this study, one or two experts determined the correct decision for each graph.
The random forest method creates “decision trees” using the training data given. The
program then uses these decision trees to determine the correct answer for any new input. The
support vector classifier (SVC) attempts to split the individual cases (graphs) into categories
based on their attributes. The algorithm essentially graphs each case by its attributes (for
example, the means of the two phases). The SVC then attempts to draw a line (or a plane, when
there are more than two dimensions) through the data points to divide them into categories
(“effect” versus “no effect,” in this case). This “hyperplane” attempts to maximize the distance
between itself and the data in each category. The hyperplane then determines the predictions
about new data.
The stochastic gradient descent (SGD) splits the training dataset into smaller pieces. The
program comes up with different models and, for each piece of the dataset, it uses these models
to produce successively better predictions of the “correct answer” for each item (graph). At each
step, it keeps models that produce higher accuracy and discards models that produce lower
accuracy. The final (and hopefully most accurate) model is then used to make predictions about
new data. Finally, as the name suggests, a dense neural network is an artificial neural network.
Each “neuron” can receive some kind of input and transform it into a different kind of output. A
dense neural network contains multiple layers of these kinds of neurons. First, it contains an
input layer (which consists of the features in the dataset that you first put into the model).
Second, multiple hidden layers transform the data in some way. These can model complicated
relationships between the features in the dataset. Finally, it has an output layer, which consists of
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the model's prediction (in this case, whether the graph shows an effect or not). The training
dataset is broken down into multiple pieces so that the dense neural network can improve its
algorithms with each subset. Overall, all four machine learning algorithms trained in this study
outperformed the DC method in agreeing with expert decisions for the testing dataset. The result
should not be surprising, because the algorithms were all trained using expert decisions.
Therefore, they should have an advantage over the DC method when their decisions are
compared to expert decisions on a new set of graphs.
In a follow-up study, Lanovaz and Hranchuk (2021) compared the performance of five
experts with that of two different machine learning models (SVC and SGD) on 1024 simulated
AB graphs. These two algorithms had performed most reliably in previous studies. Lanovaz and
Hranchuk used an autoregressive function to generate the simulated graphs. Human raters had a
relatively low interrater agreement at 75% and varied widely in their Type I error rates: from
higher than 40% to approximately 5%. Raters with high Type I error rates tended to have the
highest power, while raters with low Type I error rates also tended to have much lower power.
The two machine learning algorithms, on the other hand, both produced relatively low Type I
error rates while maintaining high Power.
What-Works Clearinghouse Standards
Other guides for visual analysis exist. For example, the What Works Clearinghouse
(WWC) standards (Kratochwill et al., 2013; for a discussion of the newest version: Kratochwill
et al., 2021). The WWC standards are in part based on other writings put forth by researchers in
the field (e.g., Horner et al., 2012). These break visual analysis down into a series of steps. First,
to determine whether the first baseline shows the concern or problem (for example, the problem
behavior in question) and whether it demonstrates a clearly defined baseline pattern of behavior.
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Second, to assess each phase's level, trend, and variability and compare each phase with its
adjacent phases. Third, to supplement this information by examining the overlap of data,
immediacy of effect, and how consistent the patterns are in similar phases (e.g., between two
baseline phases). Fourth, to combine all of this information to determine if there were three
demonstrations of an effect at different points in time. The individual steps here are similar in
content to the steps suggested in Cooper et al. (2019). They describe the same general procedures
for assessing data from single-case designs. However, the WWC standards aim to provide a more
standardized approach to applying the individual steps. Instead of simply outlining what features
one should look for to make a decision about a graph, the WWC standards specify how many
standards should be met for a particular research design and what constitutes strong, moderate, or
no evidence. If applied according to the instructions, an approach like this should increase the
interrater reliability of visual analysts compared to the less prescriptive basic textbook approach.
The WWC standards have since inspired many other methods or aids for visual analysis.
For example, Wolfe et al. (2019) have implemented them as a systematic protocol that might
facilitate a more consistent application of the standards. Participants who used the protocol
appeared to show higher reliability in their graphs ratings (with an ICC of .78) than did
participants using a simple rating scale (with an ICC of .63). Participants consisted of attendees
at an early childhood special education conference who had taken a graduate-level course in
single-case research at some point in the past.
The WWC standards are not without criticism, however. Wolery (2013) notes three major
criticisms, though he also notes that the framework is beneficial overall. First, some of the terms
and suggestions used seem to have come from group experimental design rather than from the
single-case research traditions common in the field. Second, Wolery notes some omissions that
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the standards made (e.g., no mention of procedural infidelity or data variability as threats to
internal validity). One omission is that the standards do not address nonreversible behaviors
(ones that cannot return to baseline levels after successful intervention). His third major criticism
concerns errors or misconceptions in the document. One example is that level is defined in the
standards as the mean score for each phase, when it could also be the median or some other
central tendency value.
Another example Wolery (2013) gives is that adding more than three legs to a multiplebaseline design would be desirable because it increases specific statistical tests' power. Wolery
argues that the goal is replication, not statistical inference. Outside of Behavior Analysis, other
researchers in Psychology have made a similar argument regarding the goal of replication over
statistical inference. Killeen (2005), for example, has argued in favor of replacing null hypothesis
testing altogether with statistics that predict replicability instead. Other researchers (e.g., Branch,
2014) have made similar suggestions.
In contrast, Kratochwill and Levin (2014) have suggested that the WWC standards
should include more recommendations for statistical analysis and the use of randomization. They
argue that using these kinds of procedures would encourage meta-analysis of single-case
research data, which is challenging to do with only visual analysis. However, including these
procedures is also criticized by Wolery (2013).
Since then, the WWC standards have been updated to reflect some of the criticism that
they have received, particularly with regard to enabling the meta-analysis of single-case research
data. However, the updated version of the standards is also not without criticism (Kratochwill et
al., 2021).
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Effect Sizes
Though effect sizes are not the focus of the present paper, they are worth mentioning as
they have increased in popularity. As such, this section will be kept brief.
Percent of Non-overlapping Data
Amongst the more popular effect sizes within behavior analysis are measures of
“nonoverlap.” Though there are different nonoverlap measures, one of the simplest is the percent
of non-overlapping data (PND). The first step in calculating the PND is to find the lowest or
highest data point in the first phase. Finding the lowest or highest one depends on whether the
intervention is expected to decrease or increase the behavior, respectively. The second step is to
draw a horizontal line into the second phase from that point. Finally, the third step is to calculate
what percentage of data points in the second phase fall below (or above) that line. This process
can then be repeated for each pair of phases in multi-phase designs. There has been some
criticism, though, that this calculation only measures the magnitude of the effect and should not
be used to decide whether or not there is evidence of experimental control (Carter, 2013). PND
also does not account for trend.
Other Effect Sizes
Inspired by the WWC standards, Tanious et al. (2020) have suggested two methods to
assess the consistency of data patterns within phases, and consistency of effects between phases,
specifically for ABAB research designs. Both of these methods aim to quantify the information
to then act as a supplement to visual analysis. While a more exhaustive discussion of different
effect sizes is outside the present study's scope, discussions of different alternatives, such as
Cohen’s d and Tau, can be found in Rakap (2015), Manolov et al. (2016), and Carlin and
Costello (2021).
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Other Standards or Methods
Roane et al. (2013) also created a procedure for the ongoing visual analysis of functional
assessments that might happen in clinical contexts. This procedure involves using upper and
lower criterion lines positioned one standard deviation above and below the mean of all points
and assessing the percentage of data points above and below these lines. This kind of procedure
has shown some promise (Saini et al., 2018).
More generally, Ledford et al. (2018) created a checklist with dichotomous responses,
similar to the one created by Wolfe et al. (2019), to assist in implementing and reporting visual
analysis. However, unlike the Wolfe et al. (2019) checklist and the WWC standards, Ledford et
al.’s checklist primarily focuses on formative analysis rather than summative analysis. In other
words, rather than being aimed at data analysis at the end of a study, this tool is meant to assist in
the kind of ongoing visual analysis that would occur during a study, for instance, to inform
adaptations or modifications to a treatment procedure and thus presents an advantage over
summative analysis, at least in applied, clinical settings.
Lane and Gast (2013) also provide an in-depth guide for each aspect of the graph.
Though they generally suggest the same approach as Cooper et al. (2019), Lane and Gast (2013)
also add additional information and suggestions. When examining the individual conditions, they
suggest calculating the percent of data points within the so-called stability envelope. The stability
envelope is a criterion that prescribes how many data points should be within a particular range
of the median of that condition. For example, if 80% or more of the data points fall within 25%
of the median, the condition would be considered stable, but if less than 80% do, it would not.
The percentages would be selected ahead of time. When comparing conditions, they recommend
calculating the percent of overlapping and non-overlapping data.
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Prevalence of Different Analysis Approaches
In response to changing analysis standards in psychology as a whole, Kyonka et al.
(2019) investigated whether there have been any changes in statistical and graphing practices in
the Journal of Experimental Analysis of Behavior (JEAB) between the years 1992 and 2017.
Overall, null hypothesis significance testing (NHST) has increased significantly, at an average
rate of 4% every five years, from approximately 40% in 1992 to approximately 60% in 2017.
Confidence intervals increased at a much lower rate of 2.5% every five years, from
approximately 5% in 1992 to just under 20% in 2017. Error bars, in general, have increased by
6% every five years, from approximately 20% in 1992 to approximately 50% in 2017. The
inclusion of NHST does not predict whether there might be a confidence interval or error bars in
the same article. Error bars might consist of confidence intervals, standard error, standard
deviation, or some portion of the range (e.g., interquartile range). Articles that included NHST
had the same number of figures per article, though the types of figures were different compared
to articles without NHST. Scatterplots and line graphs were more likely to be found in articles
with NHST, while histograms and cumulative records were equally likely with or without
NHST. Bar charts or non-data figures (e.g., procedural diagrams or equipment schematics) were
less likely to come from articles that included NHST. Data visualizations that did not show
single-subject data were more likely to have come from articles that included NHST. In the same
vein, figures that included only group data were more likely to come from articles that included
NHST. There does not appear to be any kind of change in how many articles included NHST but
no figures with single-subject data over the years.
Kyonka et al. (2019) conclude that, though statistical and graphing practices in JEAB did
evolve, this evolution did not come at the expense of JEAB’s focus on data visualization or
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single-subject analysis. They also suggest that it does not appear that the changes were
specifically related to the American Psychological Association’s (APA) recommendations. The
APA recommended the changes in 1999 and then incorporated them into the publication manual
in 2001. Kyonka et al. argue that, if the changes were a direct result of the APA’s
recommendations, one would expect the greatest changes in the sample between 1997 and 2002,
or shortly after that. In reality, the changes have been gradual and steady throughout the whole
10-year period that they studied. Therefore, if there is to be a change in practices in JEAB, then
behavior analysts themselves need to intervene. They also recommend some improvements, like
including confidence intervals more frequently or evaluating the power of any hypothesis tests
performed.
Comparing Different Analysis Approaches
Fisher et al. (2003) compared different methods for visually analyzing data: the dualcriteria (DC) method, the conservative dual-criteria (CDC), and the split-middle method. They
also tested two statistical methods (a least-squares GLM and an analysis for interrupted time
series data [ITSE]). The graphs contained data generated with a particular level difference, and
whether there was a level difference or not was used to determine which decisions about this
graph were correct and which were not. Like Matyas and Greenwood (1990) did previously,
Fisher et al. generated these data using a first-order autoregressive model (𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡 = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑏 + 𝑑𝑑 +

𝑒𝑒) where 𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡 represents the value at time t, 𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡−1 represents the value at time t – 1, a represents the
autoregression coefficient, b represents the preintervention initial level, d represents the

intervention effect, and e consists of a normally distributed variable with a mean of 0 and a
standard deviation of s.
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When a computer-simulated decisions using all methods, Type I (false alarm) error rates
were highest for the split-middle procedure and were also unacceptably high for the DC and
GLM when autocorrelation was high (Fisher et al., 2003). The ITSE method performed
acceptably across the board, while the CDC method produced the lowest Type I error rates
throughout the study. While power levels are, expectedly, highest for methods that also produce
high Type I error rates, power rates are still relatively high for DC and CDC. The two statistical
approaches (GLM and ITSE) performed less well in terms of power. When Fisher et al. trained
human participants to use the DC method, they performed very well: Type I errors were almost
eliminated compared to baseline, and Type II errors were markedly reduced. Replacing a more
interactive training with a Powerpoint presentation version of it also seemed to work very well,
and participants’ accuracy improved greatly as a result. It should be noted that, when participants
received the graphs, the DC guidelines were already shown on the graphs. As a result, while
training was brief and effective, it relies on visual aids to be already present on the graphs.
When Wolfe et al. (2018) compared the CDC method (as applied by a computer) with
expert rater decisions, agreement varied. Wolfe et al. used authentic multiple-baseline graphs
taken from published research and asked experts to identify whether there was a change in the
dependent variable in each of the three multiple-baseline tiers and whether the graph depicted a
functional relation. A computer assessed each graph using the CDC method. As calculated by
percentage agreement, interrater agreement ranged from 58% to 97%. As calculated by Cohen’s
kappa, agreement ranged from .19 to .91. Pairwise percent agreements between CDC and each
rater ranged from 73% to 91%, with Cohen’s kappa ranging from .41 to .77. It appears that, more
specifically, when the expert visual analysts agree about the presence or absence of a change, the
CDC method is likely to agree with that decision. This result could mean that the CDC method
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may be a valid way to train new visual analysts. However, there also appears to be more
variability between pairs of visual analysts than between the CDC and individual visual analysts,
suggesting that reliability between experts may not be adequate.
In contrast to previously discussed studies that used a computer’s application of the CDC
method, Stewart et al. (2007) compared participants’ use of a classic textbook approach to their
use of the CDC method. Both methods were taught to naïve participants using a short,
videotaped lecture. Note that this study occurred in three phases: first, participants were tested on
graphs that did not include any visual aids and without training; second, participants were trained
on the textbook approach and tested on graphs with no visual aids; third, the same participants
were trained to use the CDC method and tested on graphs that included the CDC lines. In
addition, in this study, graphs were designed to either fit the CDC criteria for a behavior change
or not. Responses that agreed with the initial determination were scored as correct, while
responses that disagreed were incorrect. This measure of accuracy benefits from not requiring
that participants detect objectively small effect sizes to have high accuracy rates, which is
inconsistent with the goals visual analysis has in a real-life application. However, in a
comparison between training people with CDC and a textbook approach, this method will bias
the comparison in favor of the CDC method by default: the group trained to use the CDC
criterion lines is being tested and scored against a correct application of the CDC method. There
is a direct match between testing and training for the CDC group. The textbook group does not
have this benefit. As expected, providing participants with training on the CDC method resulted
in higher hit and correct rejection rates.
Interestingly, the textbook approach appeared to slightly increase both hit rates and Type
I (false alarm) error rates (Stewart et al., 2007). Even after both types of training, removing the
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CDC lines from the graphs increased Type I error rates. There are some potential issues relating
to sequence effects, as all participants experienced the textbook training first and CDC training
second, but this study does show that a short CDC training is, in this context, more effective than
the textbook training was. In contrast, it also shows that CDC training may not be the best
method in practical settings because it requires the guidelines to be drawn in for the analyst
ahead of time for accuracy to be maintained.
There has also been a large-scale comparison between interrupted time-series analysis
methods (ITSAs) and more traditional visual analysis approaches (Harrington, 2013). Harrington
compared the published conclusions of visual analysis graphs with what an ITSA of the same
data would have found. Overall, there was a low level of agreement when published journal
article graphs were used (Cohen’s kappa was .14) and moderate agreement when textbook
graphs were used (Cohen’s kappa was .44). More than half of the graphs had moderate to high
first-order autocorrelations, and most graphs had large effect sizes.
Different rubric or flow-chart style approaches have also been compared (Maggin et al.,
2014). Maggin et al. compared seven different rubrics, which included the WWC standards.
Overall, all rubrics included experimental control and dependent variable reliability as criteria
for documenting an experimental effect. Not all included visual analysis or treatment fidelity, but
they were reasonably consistent overall. None of the criteria for establishing generality were
unanimous (baseline description, dependent variable operational definition, independent variable
description, participant description, setting description). The authors note that the WWC includes
none of these. Maggin et al. conclude that there is, overall, a low level of agreement for evidence
classification. As a result, they argue for a continued push towards a standard set of criteria for
single-case research and, in the meantime, for the use of multiple standards concurrently for any
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individual study. One limitation of this examination is that it did not test the rubrics in practice,
so it is not clear to what degree the different rubrics' conclusions might agree or disagree in
practice. Another limitation is that, according to Hitchcock et al. (2015), there is additional
material to review for the WWC standards, which may not have been included in the
comparison.
Overall, no one analysis approach appears to be vastly superior to the others. In part
because there is no comparison between some methods, and in part, because it depends on the
context that the analysts find themselves in. Interpreting a graph in the field has different
constraints than interpreting a graph in a laboratory setting. In terms of numerical approaches,
the CDC method provides a good balance between low Type I Error rates and acceptably high
power. However, it is challenging to apply spontaneously if one does not have access to the
table. In addition, some mathematical calculations are required to draw the criterion lines. Given
the low agreement between different decision-making rubrics, it is difficult to judge which one
of them might be a good alternative for decision-making. However, rubrics have the benefit of
being easier to memorize and use on the go compared to something like the CDC method that
requires a table of numbers.
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Methods of Teaching Visual Analysis
Aside from the preferred methods to perform visual analysis, there is also the question of
how to teach someone to perform a given analysis method. Research on teaching visual analysis
is far scarcer than research on performing visual analysis. This section will first focus on
teaching methods that have been used in this context of teaching visual analysis, and second on
other teaching methods that may also be effective.
“Traditional Lecture”
Traditional lecture as a teaching approach is not commonly studied in isolation. Instead,
it is frequently used as a comparison condition to study other teaching approaches, as described
in more detail in the sections below. Despite being a common control condition, there does not
appear to be one standard definition of what a traditional lecture might comprise. Some
inconsistency in the definition is not isolated to teaching visual analysis specifically but is a
larger issue in the research of teaching methods as a whole (e.g., Jones, 2007; Dunkin, 1983). For
example, in a review of medical education teaching techniques, Krueger et al. (2004) contrast
lecture with several other teaching methods but never operationally define the traditional lecture.
Depending on the study, traditional lectures may include in-person or online lectures. They may
or may not include practice problems, study materials, or textbook readings. Participants may or
may not be allowed to ask questions. It may teach a basic approach to visual analysis or
supplemental approaches like the CDC method. The length also varies.
Online Teaching Methods
As with the lecture, there are many ways of structuring online teaching. One can have
online instruction that is relatively analogous to an in-person lecture, but one can also have a
highly interactive system, with quizzes and correction procedures throughout, or an online
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version of one of the more specific teaching methods described below. As such, “online
teaching” is not necessarily comparable across different studies, even though it, like traditional
lecture, is often used as a control condition as described in the sections below. For example,
Snyder’s (2013) online teaching involved a section of reading and an explanatory video, but no
interactive component. Pelfrey (2019) only included a video but no text, while Stewart et al.
(2007) had a quiz component. Wolfe and Slocum (2015) also included a quiz for the lecture
group, but it was optional.
Equivalence-Based Instruction
Equivalence-based instruction (EBI) aims to teach material by leading a learner to form
equivalence classes. EBI generally uses some form of match-to-sample (MTS) training. The
learner is taught to treat certain distinct stimuli as interchangeable by being taught to match them
with each other. As a teaching approach, EBI has been applied to a wide range of contexts and its
effectiveness is generally supported across a wide range of learners and content (Brodsky &
Fienup, 2018). It compares favorably to no instruction, to simply reading a textbook chapter, or
to viewing a short lecture on the information.
More specifically, EBI has also been used to teach visual analysis to undergraduate
students and direct care staff (Blair et al., 2019). None of the participants in this study had any
experience with single-case research designs—Blair et al. trained participants using an online
system. The stimuli for this study consisted of graphs (A), written visual analysis rule statements
(B), and written functional relation statements (C). Blair et al. (2019) aimed to teach participants
five separate equivalence classes ranging from having a functional relation, being unclear, and
having no functional relation. They used 30 exemplar graphs depicting a reversal design with the
following phases: a baseline phase, a treatment phase, a return to baseline, and finally a return to
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treatment. Of these graphs, 15 (three per equivalence class) were used for training and 15 were
used for later generalization probes. Graphs were sorted into classes by three PhD-level boardcertified behavior analysts (BCBAs). Throughout the study, researchers trained participants on
AB and BC relations explicitly. Researchers then tested all possible relations at various times
throughout the study. For the generalization probes, they tested only AC relations. Of the four
participants in the study, three passed symmetry (BA and CB), transitivity (AC), and equivalence
(CA) tests on their first attempt. One participant failed symmetry and transitivity at first but
eventually succeeded. All participants scored 89% or higher on all relations on the post-test,
though generalization probes had some more variability, ranging from 73% to 87% correct. The
accuracy of the responses was maintained well for three of the four participants. It is worth
noting that participants who completed the EBI training accurately selected a functional relation
statement for a graph in (on average) 93% of opportunities immediately after training (81% after
two weeks), while a separate group of graduate student BCBAs correctly matched a graph to a
functional relation statement on only 73% of opportunities.
Prevalence of Different Teaching/Training Methods
As of this manuscript's writing, no studies on the prevalence of different teaching or
training methods could be found, though there are comparisons between different methods in
terms of effectiveness.
Comparing Different Teaching/Training Methods
Snyder (2013) compared participants’ visual analysis judgments following either an
interactive computer-based training or a standard lecture. For comparison purposes, they also
included a naïve, untrained control condition. Both training methods (computer-based training
and lecture) were based on content from a previous edition of the Cooper et al. (2019) textbook,
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and thus aimed to teach the “basic” visual analysis approach. The data for the graph stimuli in
this study were simulated using Excel. The study specifically identified graphs (using pilot
testing) that would be difficult for complete beginners with no training, but the decision would
be clear for experts. Graphs were in an AB format and fell into one of four categories: both a
slope and a level change were present, a slope change was present but no level change, a level
change was present but no slope change, neither a slope nor a level change was present. The
computer-based training addressed basic principles of single-subject research, level changes,
slope changes, and level and slope changes. Each module contained instructions, practice
opportunities for examples and non-examples, and remedial loops if needed. For each module,
there was also a pretest and a posttest. If a posttest score was higher than 90%, the participant
could proceed to the next module. Snyder’s traditional lecture approach consisted of reading, the
lecture itself, and self-study materials. Participants read sections of a textbook (Cooper et al.,
2007) and then watched a lecture in video format. The lecture covered the same material as the
instructional materials from the computer-based training, but there was no interactive practice
element. However, participants did have the opportunity to ask questions. Self-study materials
consisted of example graphs, with the correct answers written on the back.
During the testing phases, each participant was asked to determine whether or not each
graph contained a change in level and whether or not each graph contained a change in slope
(Snyder, 2013). Data on the participants’ performance during the computer-based training were
also collected. Overall, participants in the computer-based training group and the lecture group
outperformed the participants who received no training. However, computer-based training and
lecture were not different from one another. Snyder also compared the proportion of participants
who met an 80% accuracy criterion on the post-test for each group. In the control group, 12%
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met the 80% accuracy criterion. In the lecture group, it was 49% that met the criterion. Finally,
in the computer-based group, 51% met the criterion. Mean accuracy scores were 77% for the
computer-based group and 79% for the lecture group. While the difference in accuracy between
the control group and the other two groups is considerable, particularly compared to previous
research (e.g., Stewart et al., 2007), it is notable that accuracy is still unacceptably low for many
participants. Considering that this study only used graphs where the answers could be agreed
upon by two separate experts, the low accuracy calls into question the training methods' viability
for training future experts.
Wolfe and Slocum (2015) compared a computer-based training method that included
numerous practice items with a traditional lecture approach with optional practice items. They
classified graphs as either showing an effect or not based on expert consensus. Graphs were only
chosen if experts unanimously agreed on two yes or no questions on each graph: whether there
was a trend change and whether there was a level change. The lecture participants first read
content from a textbook chapter (Cooper et al., 2007) and then experienced a lecture. Both
methods included the same didactic content. The control group did not receive any kind of
training. Overall, the ANCOVA showed a significant difference between the three groups, such
that both the computer-based instruction and the lecture had higher accuracy than the control
group, but the two training methods did not differ from each other. The authors also noted that
variability was relatively high within the intervention groups. The results found by Wolfe and
Slocum (2015) appear to support the earlier results of Snyder (2013).
To address, among other things, the concern that the effects of training may not be
maintained over time (Stewart et al., 2007), O’Grady et al. (2018) performed a more longitudinal
comparison between different training methods. They also intended to address some limitations
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from Wolfe and Slocum’s (2015) study, regarding the omission of variability as a separately
trained characteristic of the graph, as well as a more global limitation that no study up to this
point had examined generalization from computer-generated graphs to graphs containing real-life
data. To this end, they used generated AB design graphs with varying effect sizes. They applied
the CDC method to each one to determine if the graph showed a treatment effect or no treatment
effect. Graphs fell into one of several patterns, each containing a different combination of graph
characteristics: either no effect or an effect of varying sizes; a trend that is either increasing or
decreasing in both graph phases, no trend, or a trend that changes from one phase to the next; and
varying amounts of variability. They also gathered authentic data graphs that had a range of
different characteristics. O’Grady et al. selected the graphs with the highest agreement from
experts regarding whether the graph showed an overall change in each graph property and
whether there was an overall behavior change between the graph's phases. The researchers then
trained participants with an approach to computer-based instruction that was similar to Wolfe
and Slocum’s (2015), but that also included explicit training on variability and more targeted
feedback in the event of incorrect responses. In addition to data collected immediately after
training, they also collected data one day, one week, two weeks, and one month after participants
achieved mastery in training. They also assessed generalization to authentic data graphs.
Overall, O’Grady et al. (2018) found that, as training on each graph characteristic was
introduced, performance on the questions relating to that particular characteristic also improved.
It also appears that, overall, the effects of training mostly maintain over time. One potential issue
encountered by the authors was the phrasing of the question “Did behavior change from baseline
to treatment?”, which participants could take to mean “Was experimental control
demonstrated?”, which cannot be determined from an AB design graph alone, or participants
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could take it to mean “Did behavior change from baseline to treatment?” O’Grady et al. also
found an interesting pattern when deciding which participants to include and exclude in the
study. Many of the participants scored very high on the pre-test, which means they also scored
higher on the graphs than the expert raters. This result is somewhat consistent with results from a
meta-analysis on this topic (Ninci et al., 2015), which showed that expert raters and completely
inexperienced raters had similar interrater reliability percentages, while raters with recent
training on the topic had higher interrater reliability than either experts or inexperienced raters.
To investigate the effectiveness specifically of online, video-based training in teaching
the CDC method, Pelfrey (2019) asked participants to rate graphs before and after a short videobased training in the CDC method. The video provided participants with instructions on applying
the CDC method, using an Excel sheet designed by Swoboda et al. (2010) and was
approximately five minutes long. Pelfrey repeated the study a second time, but with additional
instructions in the post-test to use the CDC method, specifically, to analyze the graphs.
Participants in this study were ABA graduate students and should already have received some
training in performing visual analysis. Overall, the video training was not effective, in that
participants did not show higher agreement after training compared to before. Part of the reason
for this result may have been that the criteria lines were not already present on the graphs when
the participants received them. Instead, participants had to generate the lines themselves by
inputting the data into an Excel sheet. Also, unlike Stewart et al.’s (2007) previous study, this
study did not feature a quiz at the end of the teaching-portion. In this case, participants did not
have to demonstrate mastery of the material before moving on to the testing phase.
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Other Behavioral Teaching Approaches
Several other behavioral teaching approaches exist that have not yet been explicitly
examined in the context of teaching visual analysis of graphed data. Therefore, some possible
approaches are described in this section.
Programmed Instruction
Programmed Instruction was developed by Skinner (1954) to address shortcomings in
traditional teaching methods. In programmed instruction, “teaching machines” present lessons in
small steps and provide learners with immediate reinforcement after each successful step. Not
only would these machines replace traditional punitive methods with reinforcement, but they
would also enable all students to move at their own pace. The teacher can then assist students as
needed. Programmed Instruction is a mastery-based approach, which means that students have to
master each unit of material before being allowed to move on with the lesson. The research on
Programmed Instruction in higher education is somewhat inconclusive (Kulik et al., 1980):
approximately half of the studies on it fail to find a significant difference between Programmed
Instruction and other teaching methods. The studies that do find a significant difference show
that Programmed Instruction is more effective. There also appears to be a positive correlation
with the year in which a study occurred and the effect of Programmed Instruction on student
achievement (Kulik et al., 1980). Overall, Programmed Instruction has not caught on, which
Skinner (1984) suggests could be due to the popularity of humanistic and cognitive psychology
or the assumption that teaching can be adequately discussed using everyday language. The
inconclusive results of the research, combined with the difficulty in first-time implementation,
likely also contributed to its low popularity.
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Interestingly, some of the implementations of an interactive online teaching method
(Snyder, 2013; Wolfe & Slocum, 2015) have used a similar format: single ‘bits’ of lesson
followed immediately by one or more questions about that piece of information. However,
echoing some of the mixed results regarding the effectiveness of Programmed Instruction,
neither Snyder nor Wolfe and Slocum found the interactive approach to be any more effective
than the standard lecture.
Personalized System of Instruction
Another self-paced, mastery-based behavioral teaching method is Keller’s (1968)
Personalized System of Instruction (PSI). In addition to being self-paced and mastery-based, PSI
emphasizes use of lectures and demonstrations for motivational purposes, the written word, and
undergraduate proctors (Buskist et al., 1991; Keller, 1968). In PSI, each unit of material is
followed by a quiz that becomes available to students as they are ready for it. Students must meet
a threshold of performance (e.g., 90%) on quiz before they are allowed to move on to the next
unit. Lectures and demonstrations by the instructor are short and (relatively) infrequent, and
attendance for these is optional. As stated, lectures are intended for motivational purposes, so
quizzes should not be based on lecture materials. Communication between students, instructor(s),
and proctors should happen in writing and course materials should also be received in written
form. As students work through the material for each unit, the proctors and the instructor provide
personalized support and respond to student questions.
PSI appears to compare favorably to traditional lecture in terms of student performance
(Buskist et al., 1991; Fox, 2004), but it is not widely used. A few reasons have been suggested
for why it has not caught on despite its effectiveness (Fox, 2004; Saville et al., 2011). For
example, it could be because the self-pacing does not mesh well with existing semester-based
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structures, or it could also be because both instructors and students are resistant to a teaching
method that is so different from the norm. Despite these limitations, given the favorable results
for student performance, this method might show success if applied to a course that teaches
visual analysis.
Interteaching
In many ways, interteaching was conceived to mitigate the problems that come with a
purely mastery-based approach (e.g., Programmed Instruction or PSI) while keeping many of the
features that make these approaches effective (Boyce & Hineline, 2002; Saville et al., 2011). In
interteaching, students complete readings for each unit of material before the relevant class
period. They also complete a preparation (prep) guide on the reading, which contains questions
of various question formats. In class, students first listen to a clarifying lecture based on material
students found difficult from the previous session’s prep guide (see below) and then discuss the
current prep guide with a partner. The instructor and any teaching assistants answer questions
and guide discussions during this time. Once students complete their discussions, they fill out a
record sheet, which informs the instructor’s following clarifying lecture. In an interteaching
class, testing should be frequent, and students should receive points for each discussion they
participate in (Boyce & Hineline, 2002).
Two different reviews have found interteaching to be promising in terms of its overall
effectiveness as a teaching method, but in need of replication and further research, particularly
regarding the finer details (Querol et al., 2015; Sturmey et al., 2015). Nevertheless, like PSI, this
method might show success in terms of student performance in a course designed to teach visual
analysis.
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Behavioral Skills Training
Another behavioral teaching approach that could be effective in this context is Behavioral
Skills Training (BST). In addition to its many other applications, it is frequently used to teach
new skills to parents, caregivers, and teachers (Brock et al., 2017; Kirkpatrick et al., 2019).
Though there is flexibility in the application of BST, it generally consists of instructions that are
delivered either orally or in writing, modelling either in vivo or with video models, rehearsal, and
feedback on performance either during or after rehearsal. When used to teach educational
practices to practitioners, BST is associated with the most consistent improvement in
implementation fidelity (Brock et al., 2017). The effectiveness of BST appears to hold up
regardless of disability and skill being taught (Kirkpatrick et al., 2019).
BST has been implemented to teach teachers how to make decisions based on graphed
data (Maffei-Almodovar et al., 2017). The graphs in this study depicted student responding
during discrete trial teaching. Unlike other graph analyses studies, participants in this study were
asked to make decisions about whether to continue the instructional tactic or program or whether
to change it, based on the graph data. Participants’ decisions were assessed during baseline, and
then at various points throughout BST: after the instructions, after modeling rehearsal, and
feedback, and after a repetition of rehearsal and feedback if necessary. After training,
generalization and maintenance were also assessed. Overall, BST appeared to improve decisionmaking for all three participants. Notably, the rules alone did not improve participant
performance, but adding the remaining BST components did. While the decisions made in this
study are slightly different, it would stand to reason that this approach would work well with
other rulesets that have been created for visual analysis, such as the WWC standards.
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Multiple-Exemplar Training
Multiple-exemplar training aims to teach a range of stimulus and response topographies.
There are several potential benefits to using this kind of training. It may help participants
generalize the learned visual analysis skills to new, unseen graphs more quickly. By using a
range of different graphs with different characteristics, multiple-exemplar training can directly
train a more generalized visual analysis skill. Directly teaching generalization in this way would
be in line with one of the suggestions made by Stokes and Baer (1977) to train sufficient
exemplars.
Another potential benefit to using multiple-exemplars training is that it may result in
contingency-shaped behavior rather than rule-governed behavior. According to Skinner (1974),
while rules can rapidly exert control over behavior, rules may result in different behavior than if
a person had been exposed to the contingencies themselves. Contingency-shaped behavior
appears to further increase sensitivity to contingency-based learning. On the other hand, rulegoverned behavior can produce an insensitivity to the consequences of behavior (Catania, 2013).
One of the reasons that freshly trained participants frequently show low agreement with expert
decisions may be that the participants’ decisions result from rule-governed behavior. As a result
of many years of experience in the field, the experts' decisions may be more contingency-shaped.
Multiple-exemplar training has led to successful generalization in many different contexts
(LaFrance & Tarbox, 2020; Holth, 2017). It is challenging to identify the origins of the method:
though the term only came about in the mid-1980s, the method itself has been around much
longer (Holth, 2017). Holth’s review found that researchers have successfully applied this
method to a wide range of behaviors. One requirement for the success of multiple-exemplar
training appears to be that there must be physical dimensions along which generalization can
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occur. This requirement is integral to the logical basis of multiple exemplar training. Reinforcing
behavior in the presence of a stimulus with particular values of a physical property but not in the
presence of other values of the same property will result in behavior that is likely whenever that
particular value is present, and less likely the further away a stimulus is from that value. As such,
reinforcing behavior in the presence of a variety of values of that physical property should result
in responding that generalizes: it is more consistent across different values of that physical
property. Holth also found that, if the relationship between stimulus and response is too complex,
multiple-exemplar training does not work as well.
Though multiple-exemplar training has not yet been applied to teaching visual analysis,
such an application seems promising. The first limitation should not apply to graphed data since
there are precise physical dimensions to the graph stimuli. The physical properties might be
features such as level change between phases, variability within phases, or trends in the data. The
second limitation may apply, but it is difficult to predict without experimental evidence whether
graphs that vary on multiple dimensions involve overly complex contingencies. Perhaps it will
work with simpler AB graphs but not with more complex multiple-baseline designs.
As stated, one of the features of multiple-exemplar training is that it is a good option for
teaching generalization. This feature makes it well-suited for teaching novel verbal behavior or
concepts, as described by Holth (2017). Thus, multiple-exemplar training may also be wellsuited for teaching visual analysis: Visually analyzing data requires deciding whether a graph
shows a functional relation or not. It is likely that every new graph a practitioner encounters will
be novel, as it is unlikely that any two graphs in real life will ever be identical. Despite each
graph’s uniqueness, a visual analyst should reliably decide that a certain set of physical
characteristics indicates a functional relation, while other sets do not. (In this sense, stimulus
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generalization is critical.) Because multiple-exemplar training is useful for teaching concepts, it
may be suitable for teaching visual analysis also. Of note here is that multiple-exemplar training,
in a sense, has been applied to teaching visual analysis, but to machines instead of humans:
multiple-exemplar training is fundamentally how machines are taught in machine learning. In
that context, it has been a successful method (Lanovaz et al., 2020). In addition, Blair et al.’s
(2019) study on EBI also used multiple graph exemplars within the context of the equivalence
classes taught to participants, though it is unclear from that study whether it is the multiple
exemplars, the EBI, or the combination of both that resulted in participant success.
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Methods of Assessing Visual Analysis
Based on the research cited thus far, visual analysis has been assessed in many ways.
Some researchers have simply coded responses as correct or incorrect (e.g., Wolfe & Slocum,
2015), while others have broken down the different ways participants might have been correct or
incorrect (e.g., Fisher et al., 2003). Others took this idea a step further and applied a proper
signal detection approach (e.g., Fisch, 2001). Yet others have applied a variety of statistical
methods to their graphs. Within all of these methods, some researchers have based their accuracy
measure on the characteristics with which the graphs were generated in the first place (i.e., on
whether the graph was generated with a mean shift of zero or a mean shift that was not zero; e.g.,
DeProspero & Cohen, 1979). Other researchers have instead based their accuracy measure on
expert consensus on the graphs (e.g., Wolfe & Slocum, 2015) or on a particular approach to
determining whether there is an effect or not (e.g., Stewart et al., 2007). Other researchers have
left accuracy aside altogether and instead focused only on the agreement between participants
(e.g., Gibson & Ottenbacher, 1988).
By default, choosing a basis for what makes a participant’s correct or incorrect appears to
have some downsides. If correctness is judged based on the mean shift parameter used during
graph creation, then, depending on the other graph characteristics, making a correct choice could
require participants to judge graphs as showing a treatment effect that do not actually show a
clinically significant effect, which should not happen in real-life application of visual analysis.
On the other hand, using expert opinion may be problematic because, first, it could bias results in
favor of anyone who has received similar training to the experts in questions, and because,
second, experts may not be reliable judges (e.g., Ninci et al., 2015). Finally, using CDC criteria
to determine which graph shows a treatment effect shows a treatment effect and which does not
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will, if training in the CDC method is part of the comparison being made, bias the results in favor
of the training method that matches the ‘answer key’.
Signal detection approaches have fewer problems of this kind. They are generally more
interested in identifying the threshold for a particular signal rather than determining whether a
correct choice is technically correct and the practically correct choice to make. Likewise,
measuring reliability answers a different question: it is not necessarily concerned with which
decision is a correct one, but rather whether different people can reach the same one.
Another Method of Assessing Visual Analysis: Functional Measurement
Other methods might be used to assess other aspects of visual analysis. For example,
Functional Measurement (Anderson, 1981a) can shed light on which stimuli (i.e., graph
characteristics) exert control over the decision-making behavior and to what extent. Functional
measurement is part of Anderson’s (1981a) Information Integration Theory, based on four main
concepts: stimulus integration, stimulus valuation, cognitive algebra, and functional
measurement. At any particular moment, a person is exposed to a large number of stimuli. The
central concept of the theory is how a person integrates all available and relevant information in
a given context. In behavioral terms (see Farley & Fantino, 1978, for an example of Anderson’s
approach in behavior analysis), each stimulus is to be considered a compound stimulus with
multiple elements. For it to be an effective part of a contingency, the different elements
(“information”) that make up the stimulus need to be integrated to then form the basis for
whether a response should occur or not (i.e., “stimulus integration” in Anderson’s Information
Integration Theory). The weight of each particular element (e.g., associative strength) might be
different due to learning history, the responder's sensory capacities, or the characteristics of the
stimulus itself (i.e., “stimulus valuation” in Anderson’s Information Integration Theory).
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Cognitive algebra is how the stimulus elements combine to act as a single compound stimulus. In
theories of association that argue for “summation,” the arithmetic rule for stimulus integration is
additive (e.g., Aydin & Pearce, 1994; 1995; 1997; Rescorla & Wagner, 1972). However,
Anderson suggests that other arithmetic rules for stimulus integration could also apply (e.g.,
averaging, multiplying, or dividing), depending on the particular situation. The final piece of
Information Integration Theory, functional measurement, is a method that gives each stimulus a
relevant weight, given the arithmetic model that fits the data. With functional measurement, then,
it is possible to compare how much weight each stimulus contributed to evoke the response that
followed, and, thus, it becomes possible to construct a subjective scale related to the physical
properties of the stimuli—solving a century-old problem in psychophysics (Fechner, 1966).
The functional measurement approach has been applied to several areas in the behavioral
sciences, in both human and nonhuman research. For example, participants will base their
judgments of how likable a person is (as measured on a rating scale) on both adjectives if they
receive two adjectives to describe a person (Anderson, 1962). Using Anderson’s approach to
graph the “subjective value” of each adjective, the data show some interesting patterns. For
example, someone described as “unsophisticated” will consistently be rated less likable than
someone described as “level-headed,” but above someone described as “ungrateful,” regardless
of whether the second adjective was “good-natured,” “bold,” or “humorless.” This result
illustrates an additive model in which there is no interaction between the different categories of
adjectives. The differences in the ratings between different levels of each factor can be
considered a true scale of measurement for a subjective judgment. This functional measurement
analysis can also be applied to examine the subjective expected values when participants are
given probabilities in a gambling task (Shanteau & Anderson, 1972). Other applications include
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developmental psychology (e.g., Anderson & Butzin, 1978), social psychology (e.g., Anderson,
1981b), and behavior analysis with pigeons (e.g., Farley & Fantino, 1978).
The model that results from a functional measurement analysis can take different forms,
depending on which “cognitive algebra” is the best fit for the data. Besides the additive model,
there is also an averaging model, a multiplicative model, and a dividing model. This kind of
analysis requires a factorial design with three or more levels per factor since at least three data
points per factor are necessary to determine whether data fall in a straight line or not. This
method can be applied to studies of different graph characteristics (e.g., trend, level, and
variability) to determine which graph characteristics most influence decision-making. A
preliminary analysis (Bethke, 2019) indicated that inexperienced undergraduate participants that
showed good stimulus control tended to have a multiplicative pattern for trend and variability
graph characteristics. Briefly, 33 naïve participants were shown 125 AB graphs that differed on
three different characteristics: trend, mean shift, and variability. The graphs were created in a
similar method to DeProspero and Cohen’s (1979) graphs. Each graph feature had five different
values, and participants were asked to, first, rate on a scale of 0 to 100 how good of a
demonstration of experimental control a graph was, and, second, to rate their confidence on a
scale of 1 to 6 that a graph showed a level, trend, or unspecified kind of change between phases.
The 0 to 100 scale was used to create the functional measurement graphs, while the three 1 to 6
scales were used to examine responses from a signal detection perspective.
A multiplicative pattern for trend and variability means that the amount of variability had
a large impact on decision-making at low trends, whereas the amount of variability had almost
no impact on decision-making at high trends. For the degree of mean shift and variability, these
participants showed an additive pattern, such that at each amount of mean shift, the differing
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amounts of variability exerted the same influence on the participants’ final decision about the
graph. Finally, between trend and degree of mean shift, participants tended to rate graphs with a
low degree of mean shift and low trend as having poor experimental control, while they rated
graphs with a low degree of mean shift but high trend as having relatively good experimental
control. This difference is less pronounced at high degrees of mean shift but still present:
participants rate graphs with high trends as having better experimental control than graphs with
low trends.
Bethke’s (2019) preliminary findings provide some convergent validity to functional
measurement as an assessment in this kind of situation. Participants were sorted into no stimulus
control, some stimulus control, and high stimulus control using functional measurement.
Participants were then also divided into low, medium, and high sensitivity using signal detection.
Based on these two categories and participants’ decisions regarding trends visible on the graphs,
Fisher’s Exact Test is significant. However, it is not significant for decisions made regarding the
mean shifts visible on a graph. This result is likely because, in this particular study, participants
did not perform well at detecting mean shifts in general and seemingly based most of their
decisions on trend changes between phases of the graphs. However, this kind of experiment has
one rather large drawback: to assess multiple graph characteristics (factors), it requires
presenting each participant with a large number of stimuli for each combination of levels for
each factor. This drawback limits how much can be assessed within a single participant due to
the likelihood of fatigue.
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The Present Study: Addressing Gaps and Extending Previous Findings
The present study aims to address gaps and extend previous findings in a few different
ways. First, the literature on training visual analysis, in general, is sparse compared to the
literature on methods to use when performing visual analysis. Specifically, multiple-exemplars
training is notably absent from the literature investigating different teaching or training methods
for visual analysis. Second, it is likely that visual analysis performance depends to some degree
on what that performance is being evaluated against (i.e., the measure of accuracy that the
researchers choose to use for a study). The present study will focus on the interpretation of AB
design graphs and will investigate several variables:
1. The amount of training or expertise of the participants. Participants will be either
beginners who receive different amounts of multiple-exemplar training in visual analysis
(or no training) or experts as defined by Ninci et al. (2015). There will also be a set of
machine learning algorithms that act as another set of participants.
2. The data type presented in the training graphs that the participants will rate. Data
depicted in the graphs will be simulated either using a linear equation or an
autoregressive one. Creating artificial data will allow for systematic manipulation of
different parameters. Both linear and autoregressive equations have been used in previous
research and, though there have been arguments in favor of using autoregressive
equations, the effects of the two graph-generation methods have not yet been
systematically compared.
3. The data type presented in testing. All participants will be tested on both types of
simulated data graphs, as well as on authentic data.
This study planned to answer several questions using the variables above:
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1. How is interrater reliability during the testing phase affected by:
a. the number of exemplars during training?
b. the type of graph used during training?
c. the type of graph judged during testing?
d. any interaction between a, b, and c?
2. How is accuracy during the testing phase affected by:
a. the number of exemplars during training?
b. the type of graph used during training?
c. the type of graph judged during testing?
d. any interaction between a, b, and c?
3. How do the trained beginner groups compare to the control group and the experts? How
do experts compare to the control group?
4. Signal detection and functional measurement: how did each group make its decisions,
exactly? What kinds of graph characteristics were weighted most heavily in their
decision-making?
5. How did the machine-learning algorithm’s decisions compare to the other groups?
Depending on how the algorithm was trained, were its decisions more similar to one
group than another?
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Methods
Participants
Overall, 286 participants were recruited for this study. Of these 286, 275 were
undergraduates of the City University of New York recruited from Queens College (n = 98) and
the College of Staten Island (n = 177), while 11 were experts recruited from the Teaching
Behavior Analysis listserv (n = 3) and the editorial boards of a number of behavior analytic
journals (n = 8). It should be noted that, while the number of people who saw the listserv
message is not known, a total of 300 editorial board members were contacted directly, so
response rate was relatively low. These participants fell into the category of Expert, as defined
by Ninci et al. (2015). The undergraduate participants were recruited via the SONA system,
which comprises students who are taking their first introductory Psychology course. These
participants, therefore, fall into the category of Beginner as defined in Ninci et al.’s (2015) metaanalysis. As shown in Table 1, undergraduates from the two colleges differ slightly in terms of
what their highest reported degree is (p < .01 using Fisher’s Exact Test). They do not, however,
differ in terms of their amount of experience with behavior analysis as a field, t(273) = -1.93, p
> .05. Unsurprisingly, none of the undergraduate participants were members of any editorial
boards, and neither were the experts recruited from the Teaching Behavior Analysis listserv. All
undergraduate participants were randomly assigned to one of the eight groups, so each group
contained between 32 and 37 participants. Group sizes are shown in Table 2. All participants
participated in this study via a Qualtrics online survey.
Overall Procedure
The procedure for all participants followed the same general structure. First, upon
clicking the survey link, all participants were presented with a consent form. After the consent
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form, they were asked some preliminary questions regarding the participants’ highest level of
education attained, the number of years of behavior analysis experience they have, and whether
they currently serve on the editorial board for any journal (and, if so, whether this is a behavior
analytic journal). All participants then received a primer on how to read graphs (describing the
axes, how data points are arranged on a graph, etc.). After this, participants either received
training or did not receive training (see descriptions of individual groups below for details on the
training procedures). Finally, all groups completed the same testing phase. During this testing
phase, participants were shown a series of 81 graphs. A third of these graphs were authentic data
graphs, a third were generated using a linear equation (see below), and a third were generated
using an autoregressive equation (see below). For each graph, participants were asked whether or
not the graph shows a “change in behavior” from the A (baseline) phase to the B (treatment)
phase. This is a departure from previous studies that asked specifically whether a graph
demonstrates “experimental control” or not, due to the nature of AB design graphs. If experts
were to be asked whether a graph demonstrates experimental control or not, they could
justifiably answer “no” to all AB design graphs. While correct, the present study is more
concerned with whether participants see a change in behavior between the phases or not, than
whether experimental control is demonstrated on each graph. (With an answer to this question,
ABA and multiple-baseline designs can be evaluated in the future.) In addition to the
dichotomous answer, participants were then asked to rate their confidence in the answer they
gave on a 1-6 scale (anchored at 1 being “not at all confident; it was a guess” and 6 being “very
confident”).
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Stimulus Materials
Graphs
Two kinds of graphs were used as stimuli in this study: authentic data graphs taken from
published studies and artificial data graphs that made it possible to vary specific parameters.
Authentic data graphs were taken from the same pool used by Lanovaz et al. (2020). Data were
only included if they are AB style (i.e., depict a comparison of two sequential phases/conditions),
which may include individual parts of multiple-baseline designs or adjacent pairs of phases
within ABAB designs if they qualified otherwise. Each phase in the graph had to contain a
minimum of three data points for the graph to be included. Each graph was re-created in R with
dynamically scaled axes to ensure that the cosmetic features of each graph are identical. In
addition, the y-axes were relabeled to appear as 0-100 scales in order to make them consistent
with the artificially created graphs (see description below). In other words, R’s graphing function
chose the scaling of the y-axis automatically, but the labels on the y-axis were then replaced to
appear as a scale of 0-100. Examples of these can be seen in Figure 2. Twenty-seven of these
graphs were chosen at random by the researcher. If fewer than a third of the randomly selected
graphs show no effect according to the CDC method, graphs were re-randomized until
approximately a third of them show no effect according to the CDC method. This was done to
have approximately similar numbers of “change” and “no change” graphs of each category.
The artificial graphs were also of AB format and were created in two different ways. Half
were created using a linear equation, similarly to the method used by DeProspero and Cohen
(1979). The other half were created with an autoregressive equation, as described by Matyas and
Greenwood (1990) and Fisher et al. (2003). The linear graphs contained similar manipulations in
level, variability, and trend to those used by DeProspero and Cohen (1979). Level, that is, the
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degree of mean shift, was defined as the percentage of mean change from phase X to phase X+1.
Mean shift, as a relative measure, was calculated by taking the difference between the two means
and dividing by the earlier phase's mean. There were three levels of degree of mean shift: 0.0,
0.5, and 1.0. For example, if Phase 1 had a mean of 50, and Phase 2 had a mean of 75, the mean
shift would be calculated as the difference between the two means (i.e., 25), divided by the first
phase’s mean (i.e., 50), resulting in a mean shift of 0.5. Variability was defined as the standard
deviation divided by the particular phase's mean, which results in a variability coefficient. There
were three levels of variability: 0, .1, and .4.
The trend was defined differently from the definition used by DeProspero and Cohen
(1979): it was defined as the slope of the line as a number of degrees. Slope values for a linear
equation were chosen such that the slope of the resulting line matched the specified number of
degrees, given the final size and proportions of the graph. Multipliers were chosen such that the
mean of all data points of that line (before variability is added) average the pre-determined
means. To ensure that each multiplier was consistently associated with a slope of a particular
angle, each graph in the study was the same size and used the same scales on its axes. There
were three levels of trend: slope values associated with approximately 0°, 10°, and 30° (as
measured using a protractor on the x-axis). Unlike in DeProspero and Cohen’s (1979) original
study, trend was not applied to the whole graph, but instead only applied to treatment phases.
Applying trend only to the treatment phase will enable future comparisons to the data collected
in a preliminary study (Bethke, 2019). Three graphs were created for each combination of the
three parameters, resulting in 81 (3 x 3 x 3 x 3) total graphs. Two sets of 27 were used for
training, while the third set of 27 were used for testing.
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Each of the 81 AB design graphs consisted of a baseline and a treatment phase. Each
phase consisted of ten data points, which resulted in 20 data points per graph. Graphs were then
split into three groups of 27. Each group was assigned a trend value. All baseline lines at this
stage consisted of horizontal lines at y = 0, while treatment phase lines were created in
correspondence to their trend value, but with a mean of 0 (using the linear equation 𝑦𝑦 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 + 𝑏𝑏,

with m representing the slope, or trend, of the line and x representing the session number). For

each graph, two phase means were then selected (one per phase) such that the pair of means for
that graph corresponded to a specific degree of mean shift. The first phase’s mean for each graph
was selected randomly from a uniform distribution to be between 10 and 40, while the second
phase’s mean was then calculated based on the Phase 1 mean and the graph’s assigned mean
shift value. The means were simply added to the equations producing the initial lines (so that
each line’s mean corresponds to the pre-determined mean for that phase). To simulate variability,
1620 deviation scores with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1 were generated (one for
each data point of each graph). Each data point was then multiplied by a deviation score and the
relevant variability coefficient for that graph, resulting in randomly distributed variability.
Example stimulus graphs, with the same variability, but each with a different mean shift and
slope combinations, are shown in Figure 3.
The autoregressively generated graphs were created using the autoregressive equation
𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡 = 𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡 + 𝑏𝑏 + 𝑑𝑑, where 𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡 = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡 . The equation looks slightly different from the equation

used by Fischer et al. (2003) because this version will result in effect sizes comparable to those
generated by the linear equation graphs. In this equation, 𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡 represents the value at time t, 𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡−1

the previous session (at time t – 1), a represents the autoregression coefficient, b represents the
preintervention initial level, d represents the intervention effect, and 𝜀𝜀 consists of a normally
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distributed variable with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of s. For the present study, three
different values of a were chosen, based on Fisher et al.’s data of values that show a relatively
substantial difference in participant responding: 0, 0.3, and 0.5. Pre-intervention values (b) were
generated in the same way as the initial phase means for the linear graphs above. Values for the
random error (e) were also generated in the same way as for the linear graphs above. These
random error values were applied slightly differently from the equation. Instead, they were
applied in the same way as for the linear data using the same values (0, 0.1, and 0.4) so that each
graph had one of three variability amounts comparable to the linear graphs. Values for the
intervention effect (d) were also the same as for the linear graphs (0, 0.5, and 1.0). In practice,
this was done using a first-order autoregressive simulation in R using the appropriate parameters
for the autoregression coefficient and the error (which generated 20 data points per graph). Then,
the appropriate phase means and intervention effects were added to the appropriate parts of the
data series. Again, three graphs were created for each combination of the three parameters,
resulting in 81 (3 x 3 x 3 x 3) graphs. Again, two sets of 27 graphs were used for training, while
the third set of 27 was used for testing. Example stimulus graphs, with the same variability, but
each with a different mean shift and autoregression coefficient, are shown in Figure 4.
Other Materials
At the beginning of the study, all groups received a brief instructional primer on how to
read a graph. The primer explained the axes, the data points, and the phase change line, and is
shown in Appendix A.
Procedures by Group
Aside from the procedure as described previously (and as shown in Figure 1), the
procedure for the individual groups was as follows.
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Groups 1-3: Beginners with Multiple-Exemplars Training and Six, Twenty-Seven, or FiftyFour Linear Graphs
After the initial primer, Groups 1-3 were trained using multiple exemplars. Participants
were presented with either six (Group 1), 27 (Group 2), or 54 (Group 3) linearly simulated data
graphs, one at a time. Due to the 3 x 3 x 3 parameters used to generate each graph, groups 2 and
3 received either one or two sets where all parameters are represented. Group 1 only received a
partial set. This partial set consisted of graphs using only the middle value of variability (.1), but
all three magnitudes of level change (0, 0.5, and 1.0) and two magnitudes of slope (0 degrees and
30 degrees) were represented. At the start, the participants in these three groups were told that
they need six (or 27, or 54) points to proceed to the next phase. For each graph, they were asked
if there is or is not a change in behavior between baseline and treatment. Each answer was
compared to the original graph creation parameters (whether or not the graph was created with a
zero-level change or a nonzero-level change), and participants received feedback on whether
their answer was correct or not. For a correct answer, the participant received one point. For an
incorrect answer, participants received no points and were prompted to answer the question
again. See Figure 5 for an illustration of the participant experience in these groups. After this,
they proceeded to the testing phase. Participants were then tested as described above.
Groups 4-6: Beginners with Multiple-Exemplars Training and Six, Twenty-Seven, or FiftyFour Autoregressive Graphs
The procedure for Groups 4-6 was identical to that used for Groups 1-3, as seen in Figure
5, but the graphs used for training were generated using an autoregressive equation rather than a
linear one. For Group 4, like for Group 1, only some graph parameters were represented. Like for
Group 1, Group 4 received graphs representing only the medium amount of variability (.1) but
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representing all three level-change magnitudes (0, 0.5, and 1.0) and two of the autoregression
coefficients (0 and .5). Groups 5 and 6, like Groups 2 and 3, received graphs showing all
parameters.
Group 7: Beginners and a No-Effect-Focused Multiple-Exemplars Training
One can argue that small effects should not be recognized as effects proper when doing
visual analysis. Therefore, it may in some cases not be appropriate to directly reinforce (and
correct) participants’ responses to graphs with a nonzero-level change parameter. One option to
address this issue in training is to decide ahead of time what size of effect is “big enough” and
then reinforce and correct answer choices accordingly. Another option is to only train
participants in reference to the zero effect graphs, because zero effect graphs have a noncontroversial answer: that there was no change. However, with the latter option, there is an
additional problem: if participants are only reinforced for “no” answers and never receive any
points for “yes” answers, they will eventually simply respond “no” to every graph.
Blough (1958) faced a similar problem when training pigeons to respond to two different
keys in order to do a signal detection procedure. The idea was to have a pigeon peck the first key
if it could not see the light and a second key if it could see the light. In Blough’s situation, like
with the graphs in the present study, only one situation was completely non-controversial: if the
light was off (or in the present case, if the level change was zero), then the pigeon could
definitely not see the light (then the participant could definitely not see a change in behavior).
Any other situation (any other intensity of light or magnitude of level change) may be
ambiguous. It is not known whether the pigeon (participant) could even perceive that particular
intensity (magnitude) or not. To then train responding on the second key as well, Blough created
a response chain: if the light was on, and the pigeon pecked the second key, the light would turn
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off, thus giving the pigeon a chance to respond on the first key again in order to receive its
reinforcer. If the light was on and the pigeon pecked the first key, the program would simply
proceed to the subsequent trial. Similarly, Blough’s strategy was applied to the current nonzero
graphs.
After the initial primer, participants in Group 7 were told that they will need to gain a
total of 27 points to move on to the next phase of the study. Like the previous groups, these
participants were presented with one graph at a time. They then determined whether there was or
was not a change between the A-phase and the B-phase in the graph. However, the correction
procedure differed from that in previous groups. More specifically, the consequence differed
depending on whether a graph was created using a zero-level change or a nonzero-level change.
If a participant answered that “there is no change” for a zero-level change graph, then they were
told that they are correct and they were awarded one point. On the other hand, if a participant
answered that “there is a change” for a zero-level change graph, they were told that they were
incorrect and required to answer again before receiving their one point for the question.
In contrast, if a participant answers that “there is no change” for a nonzero-level change
graph, then they were moved on to the next question with no point. If a participant correctly
answers that “there is a change” for a nonzero-level change graph, then they were given a “bonus
question” where they responded to a zero-level change graph. If they correctly determined that
the zero-level change graph shows no change, they received two points, while if they answered
incorrectly, they were prompted to answer again before receiving their two points for this
question (see Figure 6 for a more visual explanation).
This procedure avoids training a participant to detect changes that should, in practice, be
ignored, or which may be too small to detect in the first place, while still teaching a participant to
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correctly identify a “no effect” graph. In addition, this procedure should prevent “there is no
change” from becoming the preferred answer option because “there is a change” responses will
still be reinforced using a response chain. Because each nonzero-level change graph (of which
there are 18) was followed up with a zero-level change graph (of which there are only 9), this
procedure necessitated an adjustment to the graph presentation compared to the other groups.
Because participants can simply advance to the subsequent trial with no correction procedure,
and because of Qualtrics’ inability to move to a previous question in a survey, there needed to be
a pool of graphs larger than 27 to allow participants to acquire 27 points. To accomplish this, this
group’s exemplar set included the complete 54-stimulus training set of autoregressive graphs. If
a participant failed to acquire 27 points before all graphs were shown, they were moved on to the
testing phase at that point regardless of points. Another adjustment that needed to be made was
that, based on the parameter set used to create the graphs, only one-third of the graphs contained
a zero-level change. Because one zero-level change graph had to be available to follow a
nonzero-change graph, each zero-level change graph was presented up to three times: once on its
own and twice as a bonus question after a nonzero change graph.
Groups 8 and 9 Beginners and Experts with No Additional Training
Aside from the graph-reading primer, both of these groups only received the survey's
testing portion (described above).
Additional Comparison: Machine Learning
A final comparison was a machine learning response to the testing graphs. This
comparison made use of a Support Vector Classifier algorithm (SVC), as used by Lanovaz et al.
(2020). In their proof of concept, Lanovaz et al. found that all of their different machine learning
models yielded higher accuracy, higher power, and better correspondence with visual analysis
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than the dual-criteria method when it came to nonsimulated datasets. In the present study, four
different training procedures for the SVC algorithm were compared. One was an algorithm
trained using authentic data from Lanovaz et al. (2020), who used graphs where the expert
observers agreed on whether or not this graph showed a change. A second was an algorithm
trained using several thousand autoregressive data graphs from Lanovaz and Hranchuk (2021).
Third, the SVC algorithm was trained using the same 54 autoregressive graphs with which
Group 6 was trained (44 graphs were used for training, 10 for validation). Fourth, the SVC
algorithm was (separately) trained with the same 54 linear graphs with which Group 3 was
trained (again, with 44 graphs used for training and 10 for validation). All four versions of the
SVC algorithm were then presented with the same 81 testing graphs that the participants
received.
Analyses
Due to the number of questions that this study aimed to address, different analyses were
required for each question. Reliability will be measured using Krippendorff’s Alpha.
Krippendorff’s Alpha was chosen here because, unlike the ICC, it can be used on categorical
data. It also allows for calculation of confidence intervals, which enables comparisons between
groups, and accounts for random agreement between raters. This analysis addressed the research
questions relating to reliability.
Accuracy was calculated as the proportion of correct answers during the testing phase for
each participant, separated by graph type. For both measures of accuracy (as determined by
graph creation parameters or by comparison to the CDC method), two different analyses were
done. First, a factorial ANOVA assessed the effects of the different components of the multipleexemplar training for Groups 1-6: the number of exemplars, the type of exemplars, and the type
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of testing graphs. Second, two Dunnett’s tests compared the performance of all groups to the
control group and to experts. Dunnett’s test was chosen because, aside from the effects found in
the aforementioned factorial ANOVA, this study is primarily concerned with whether any of the
groups differ from the control group or from experts. Dunnett’s test allows for this specific
comparison without unnecessarily increasing the potential for Type I error that would occur
when doing a complete set of tests to compare every group with every other group. Power and
Type I error were also assessed using the same set of tests. Altogether, these analyses addressed
the research questions relating to accuracy, how trained beginner groups compare to the control
group and experts, and how experts compare to the control group.
The signal detection analysis aimed to investigate how each group made its decisions.
Sensitivity and bias were calculated by group and graph type. Functional measurement addressed
the same question, and, again, results were separated by group and graph type.
Finally, to address how the machine learning algorithms compared to the human
participants, the algorithms’ accuracy, Power, and Type I error were graphed together with each
groups’ mean and confidence interval. The confidence intervals allowed for easy comparison
between the algorithms' values and each group's overall performance, by graph type.
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Results
Interrater Reliability
Interrater reliability for each group’s test phase responses was calculated using
Krippendorff’s Alpha. The results of this, separated by group and by graph type shown during
the testing phase, can be seen in Figure 7 together with 95% confidence intervals. Overall, group
mean ICCs ranged from .02 (Group 5, trained using 27 autoregressive graphs, when shown
authentic graphs) to .62 (experts when shown autoregressive graphs). Though the mean
reliability was higher for experts than for some of the other groups, as visible from the
confidence intervals, expert reliability was still relatively low at .57 overall. As a result, expert
consensus will not be used to measure accuracy for the other groups. In addition, the relatively
large, overlapping confidence intervals indicate that interrater reliability was not strongly
affected by the variables investigated by the independent variables in this study.
Accuracy
Accuracy was calculated both against the graph creation parameters, as well as against
the decisions made using the CDC method. Because an accuracy measurement based on graph
creation parameters excludes the authentic data graphs, group decisions on these have been
included in Appendix B. For both measures of accuracy (as well as power and Type I error), the
analysis is split into two main parts: first, a factorial ANOVA using the first six groups of
participants to determine whether there was a systematic interaction between the type of training
graph, the number of training graphs, and the type of testing graphs, and, second, a set of
Dunnett’s tests (separated by testing graph type) to determine whether any group different from
either the control group or the experts.
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Compared to Graph-Creation Parameters
Mean accuracy was calculated for autoregressive and linear simulated data graphs for all
groups. To be ‘correct’ about a graph, participants would have to categorize graphs with a
nonzero-level change parameter as showing a change and graphs with a zero-level change as not
showing a change. The mean values for each group, with confidence intervals, can be seen in
Figure 8. Group means can be found in Table 3. As with interrater reliability, the graph panels
are separated by what type of graph participants were judging during the testing phase.
For the first six participant groups (those trained using 6, 27, or 54 linear or
autoregressive graphs), a two by three by two mixed ANOVA was conducted to examine the
effects of the type of training graph (linear or autoregressive), the number of training graphs (6,
27, or 54), and the type of testing graph (linear or autoregressive). This ANOVA showed no
significant three-way interaction, F(2, 196) = 1.07, p = .11. However, it did show significant
interactions between: number of training graphs and type of testing graph, F(2, 196) = 3.96, p
= .02; type of training graph and type of testing graph, F(1, 196) = 20.15, p < .001; and type of
training graph and number of training graphs, F(2, 196) = 6.86, p = .001. A full interaction plot
can be found in Figure 9.
Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons for all three two-way interactions. The
interaction between number of training graphs and type of testing graph indicates that, when only
six training graphs are used, participants score no differently when tested on linear graphs (M
= .63, SD = .11) than when tested on autoregressive graphs (M = .64, SD = .17), p = .47.
However, when 27 training graphs are used, participants score significantly higher when tested
on autoregressive graphs (M = .73, SD = .14) than when tested on linear graphs (M = .68, SD
= .09), p = .001. Similarly, when 54 training graphs are used, participants also score significantly
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higher when tested on autoregressive graphs (M = .76, SD = .14) than when tested on linear
graphs (M = .70, SD = .09), p < .001. See Figure 10 for the interaction plot.
The interaction between type of training graphs and type of training graphs showed that
for the participants who were trained with linear graphs, the type of testing graph did not matter.
They performed no differently when tested with autoregressive graphs (M = .64, SD = .16) than
when they were tested with linear graphs (M = .64, SD = .11), p = .07. However, participants
who were trained using autoregressive graphs performed better when tested with autoregressive
graphs (M = .77, SD = .13) than when tested with linear graphs (M = .70, SD = .08), p < .001. It
is noteworthy here that participants trained with autoregressive graphs still have a higher mean
score on linear test graphs than did the participants trained with linear graphs. See Figure 11 for
the interaction plot.
Finally, the interaction between number of training graphs and type of training graphs is
shown in Figure 12. Participants trained with six autoregressive graphs (M = .72, SD = .11),
scored higher than participants trained with six linear graphs (M = .55, SD = .12), p < .001.
Participants trained with 27 autoregressive graphs (M = .74, SD = .10) also scored higher than
participants trained with 27 linear graphs (M = .67, SD = .13), p < .001. Finally, the participants
trained with 54 autoregressive graphs (M = .75, SD = .13) also scored higher than the participants
trained with 54 linear graphs (M = .70, SD = .11), p = .03. As see in Figure 12, while in all cases
participants trained with autoregressive graphs outperformed participants trained with linear
graphs, this difference becomes less pronounced as more training graphs are added.
The second part of analyzing the accuracy scores involved comparing all groups with the
control group and with the experts using a set of four Dunnett’s tests: one each for linear graphs
(Figure 13) and autoregressive graphs (Figure 14), and within these, to compare to the control
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group and experts. For linear graphs, only two groups scored significantly different than the
control group: the group trained with six linear graphs scored significantly lower, p < .001, and
so did Group 7, p = .03. The group trained with six linear graphs also scored significantly lower
than the experts, p < .01.
For autoregressive graphs, there were more significant differences. The group trained
with six linear graphs still scored significantly lower than the control group, p < .001. However,
two groups also scored higher than the control group: the group trained with 27 autoregressive
graphs, p = .02, and the group trained with 54 autoregressive graphs, p < .01. Two groups scored
significantly worse than the experts: the group trained with six linear graphs, p < .001, and
Group 7, p < .001. Notably, for both linear and autoregressive graphs, experts did not differ from
the control group.
Aside from the human participants’ performance, the performance of the CDC method
and the machine learning algorithms is also noteworthy. These are all shown in Figure 8. For
autoregressive graphs, the CDC method and three of the four machine learning algorithms
outperformed all human participants, judging by confidence intervals. The only algorithm that
did not outperform humans on these graphs was the one trained on authentic data graphs
(Lanovaz et al., 2020). For linear graphs, the CDC method did not do as well, though two of the
machine learning algorithms still outperformed the human participants: both the one trained
using several thousands of autoregressive datasets (Lanovaz & Hranchuk, 2021), as well as the
one trained using only the same 54 linear datasets seen by the participants.
Compared to CDC Method
For all groups, mean accuracy was calculated for all three graph types: linear,
autoregressive, and authentic. To be ‘correct’ about a graph, participants would have to
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categorize graphs consistently with how they were categorized by the CDC method. The mean
values for each group, with confidence intervals, can be seen in Figure 15. Group means for all
combinations of factor levels can be found in Table 4.
For the first six participant groups (those trained using 6, 27, or 54 linear or
autoregressive graphs), a 2 × 3 × 3 mixed ANOVA was conducted to examine the effects of the

type of training graph (linear or autoregressive), the number of training graphs (6, 27, or 54), and
the type of testing graph (linear, autoregressive, or authentic). This ANOVA showed a
significant three-way interaction, F(4, 396) = 2.86, p = .01. A full interaction plot can be found
in Figure 16.
In light of this three-way interaction, post-hoc two-way ANOVAs were conducted for
each type of testing graph. For authentic testing graphs, there were no significant main effects or
interaction, all ps > .05. For autoregressive testing graphs, there is a significant interaction
between the type of training graph and the number of training graphs used, F(2, 196) = 4.70, p
= .01. Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons indicate that participants are more accurate on
the autoregressive testing graphs if they were trained using six autoregressive graphs (M = .71,
SD = .14) than if they were trained using six linear graphs (M = .52, SD = .13), p < .001.
Participants trained using 27 autoregressive graphs (M = .76, SD = .12) also scored higher than
participants trained using 27 linear graphs (M = .66, SD = .14), p < .01. Finally, participants
trained using 54 autoregressive graphs (M = .77, SD = .14) also scored higher than participants
trained using 54 linear graphs (M = .71, SD = .12), p = .05. As seen in the “autoregressive” panel
in Figure 16, the differences between training graph type become less pronounced as more
training graphs are shown.
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Finally, for linear testing graphs, there is only a main effect of training graph type, F(1,
196) = 7.37, p < .01. There was no main effect for the number of training graphs and no
interaction between number and type of training graph, all ps > .05. The main effect of training
graph type indicated that, when judging linear testing graphs, participants were more accurate if
they were trained using linear graphs (M = .48, SD = .09) than if they were trained using
autoregressive graphs (M = .44, SD = .12).
The second part of analyzing the accuracy scores involved comparing all groups with the
control group and with the experts using a set of six Dunnett’s tests: one each for linear graphs
(Figure 17), autoregressive graphs (Figure 18), and authentic graphs (Figure 19), and within
these, to compare to the control group and experts. For linear graphs, only experts scored
significantly higher than the control group, p < .001. Meanwhile, all groups scored significantly
lower than the experts, all ps < .05.
For autoregressive graphs, two groups scored higher than the control group:
Autoregressive 27 (p = .02) and Autoregressive 54 (p < .01). Two groups also scored lower than
the control group: Linear 6 (p < .001) and Group 7 (p = .05). Linear 6 and Group 7 also scored
significantly worse than the experts, both ps < .001.
Finally, for authentic graphs, only experts scored higher than the control group, p < .001.
All groups scored worse than the experts for authentic data graphs, all ps < .05. This result is not
surprising since no other participant had trained on authentic data graphs, nor were they aware of
the CDC method used to judge accuracy in this case.
Aside from the human participants’ performance, the performance of the machine
learning algorithms is also noteworthy (shown in Figure 15). For authentic data graphs, three of
the algorithms (all except the one trained using the same 54 autoregressive graphs that
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participants were trained with) performed on par with the experts, while the algorithm trained
with 54 autoregressive graphs achieved higher accuracy than experts. For autoregressive graphs,
three of the four machine learning algorithms (except the one trained with authentic data graphs;
Lanovaz et al., 2020) outperformed all human participants. For linear graphs, all machine
learning algorithms outperformed the human participants. Oddly, the one trained using authentic
data (Lanovaz et al., 2020) scored particularly highly.
Power and Type I Error
One caveat of using accuracy is that it does not indicate what kinds of errors participants
made. To address this, power and Type I error rates were compared similarly to the accuracy
numbers above.
Power Compared to Graph-Creation Parameters
Mean power was calculated for autoregressive and linear simulated data graphs for all
groups. Power was defined as correctly categorizing a graph as showing a change when that
graph also had a nonzero-level change parameter. The mean values for each group, with
confidence intervals, can be seen in Figure 20. Group means for all combinations of factor levels
can be found in Table 5.
For the first six participant groups (those trained using 6, 27, or 54 linear or
autoregressive graphs), a two by three by two mixed ANOVA was conducted to examine the
effects of the type of training graph (linear or autoregressive), the number of training graphs (6,
27, or 54), and the type of testing graph (linear or autoregressive). This ANOVA showed no
significant three-way interaction, F(2, 196) = 1.50, p = .23. However, it did show significant
interactions between: number of training graphs and type of testing graph, F(2, 196) = 6.69, p
< .01; type of training graph and type of testing graph, F(1, 196) = 13.80, p < .001; and type of
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training graph and number of training graphs, F(2, 196) = 9.90, p < .001. A full interaction plot
can be found in Figure 21.
Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons for all three two-way interactions. The
interaction between number of training graphs and type of testing graph indicates that, when only
six training graphs are used, participants have significantly higher power when tested on linear
graphs (M = .74, SD = .20) than when tested on autoregressive graphs (M = .57, SD = .27), p
< .001. When 27 training graphs are used, participants also have significantly higher power for
linear graphs (M = .81, SD = .16) than when tested on autoregressive graphs (M = .71, SD = .21),
p = .001. Similarly, when 54 training graphs are used, participants also have significantly higher
power when tested on linear graphs (M = .86, SD = .15) than when tested on autoregressive
graphs (M = .77, SD = .20), p < .001. As seen in the interaction plot (Figure 22), the performance
difference becomes less pronounced as more training graphs are added.
The interaction between type of training graphs and type of training graphs showed that
participants who were trained with linear graphs had higher power when tested linear graphs (M
= .73, SD = .18) than when they were tested with autoregressive graphs (M = .57, SD = .26), p
< .001. Participants who were trained using autoregressive also showed higher power when
tested with linear graphs (M = .87, SD = .15) than when tested with autoregressive graphs (M
= .79, SD = .18), p < .001. As seen in the interaction plot (Figure 23), the difference is less
pronounced for participants trained with autoregressive graphs than for participants trained with
linear graphs. Interestingly, unlike with accuracy, power was generally higher for linear testing
graphs, for both of the interactions involving the type of testing graph.
Finally, the interaction between number of training graphs and type of training graphs is
shown in Figure 23. Participants trained with six autoregressive graphs (M = .81, SD = .17), have
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higher power than participants trained with six linear graphs (M = .49, SD = .22), p < .001.
Participants trained with 27 autoregressive graphs (M = .82, SD = .17) also scored higher than
participants trained with 27 linear graphs (M = .69, SD = .20), p < .001. Finally, participants
trained with 54 autoregressive graphs (M = .86, SD = .17) also scored higher than participants
trained with 54 linear graphs (M = .77, SD = .19), p < .01. As see in Figure 24, while in all cases
participants trained with autoregressive graphs outperformed participants trained with linear
graphs, this difference becomes less pronounced as more training graphs are added.
The second part of analyzing the power involved comparing all groups with the control
group and with the experts using a set of four Dunnett’s tests: one each for linear graphs (Figure
25) and autoregressive graphs (Figure 26), and within these, to compare to the control group and
experts. For linear graphs, only two groups scored significantly differently than the control
group: the group trained with six linear graphs scored significantly lower, p < .001, and so did
Group 7, p = .04. The group trained with six linear graphs also scored significantly lower than
the experts, p = .04.
For autoregressive graphs, there were more significant differences. The group trained
with six linear graphs still scored significantly lower than the control group, p < .001, and so did
Group 7, p = .01. However, two groups also scored higher than the control group: the group
trained with 27 autoregressive graphs, p = .03, and the group trained with 54 autoregressive
graphs, p < .01. Two groups scored significantly worse than the experts: the group trained with
six linear graphs, p < .001, and Group 7, p < .01. Notably, for both linear and autoregressive
graphs, experts did not differ from the control group. The Dunnett’s test results for power closely
mirror those for accuracy.
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Lastly, for autoregressive graphs, the CDC method, as well as two of the four machine
learning algorithms outperformed all human participants, as judging by confidence intervals
(shown in Figure 20). The two algorithms who did not outperform all other groups were the one
trained with authentic data graphs (Lanovaz et al., 2020) and the one trained with several
thousand autoregressive graphs (Lanovaz & Hranchuk, 2021). The latter still outperformed
experts, however. For linear graphs, only the algorithm trained using the same 54 linear graphs
that human participants were also trained on performed on par with the human participants. The
CDC method, as well as the other three algorithms, underperformed in comparison.
Power Compared to CDC Method
For all groups, mean power was calculated for all three graph types: linear,
autoregressive, and authentic. Power was defined as correctly categorizing a graph as showing a
change when that graph was also categorized as showing a change by the CDC method. The
mean values for each group, with confidence intervals, can be seen in Figure 27. Group means
for all combinations of factor levels can be found in Table 6.
For the first six participant groups (those trained using 6, 27, or 54 linear or
autoregressive graphs), a 2 × 3 × 3 mixed ANOVA was conducted to examine the effects of the

type of training graph (linear or autoregressive), the number of training graphs (6, 27, or 54), and
the type of testing graph (linear, autoregressive, or authentic). This ANOVA showed a
significant three-way interaction, F(4, 396) = 2.74, p = .03. A full interaction plot can be found
in Figure 28.
Considering this three-way interaction, two-way ANOVAs were conducted for each type
of testing graph. For authentic testing graphs, there was a main effect of training graph type, F(1,
196) = 17.70, p < .001. However, there was no significant main effect for number of training
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graphs and also no interaction between training graph type and training graph number, all ps
> .05. The main effect of training graph type indicated that power when judging authentic data
graphs was significantly higher when participants were trained with autoregressive graphs (M
= .90, SD = .16), than when they were trained with linear graphs (M = .81, SD = .17).
For autoregressive testing graphs, there is a significant interaction between the type of
training graph and the number of training graphs used, F(2, 196) = 8.01, p < .001. Bonferronicorrected pairwise comparisons indicate that participants have significantly higher power on the
autoregressive testing graphs if they were trained using six autoregressive graphs (M = .73, SD
= .20) than if they were trained using six linear graphs (M = .36, SD = .20), p < .001. Participants
trained using 27 autoregressive graphs (M = .77, SD = .19) also scored higher than participants
trained using 27 linear graphs (M = .61, SD = .21), p < .01. Finally, participants trained using 54
autoregressive graphs (M = .81, SD = .16) also scored higher than participants trained using 54
linear graphs (M = .70, SD = .22), p = .02. As seen in the “autoregressive” panel in Figure 28, the
differences between training graph type become less pronounced as more training graphs are
shown.
Finally, for linear testing graphs, there is also a significant interaction between the type of
training graph and the number of training graphs used, F(2, 196) = 9.27, p < .001. Bonferronicorrected pairwise comparisons indicate that participants have significantly higher power on the
linear testing graphs if they were trained using six autoregressive graphs (M = .87, SD = .19)
than if they were trained using six linear graphs (M = .56, SD = .22), p < .001. Participants
trained using 27 autoregressive graphs (M = .90, SD = .16) also scored higher than participants
trained using 27 linear graphs (M = .81, SD = .21), p = .03. However, participants trained using
54 autoregressive graphs (M = .90, SD = .19) were no different in power from participants
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trained using 54 linear graphs (M = .86, SD = .17), p = .36. As seen in the “linear” panel in
Figure 28, the differences between training graph type become less pronounced as more training
graphs are shown.
The second part of analyzing the accuracy scores involved comparing all groups with the
control group and with the experts using a set of six Dunnett’s tests: one each for linear graphs
(Figure 29Figure 17), autoregressive graphs (Figure 30), and authentic graphs (Figure 31), and
within these, to compare to the control group and experts. For linear graphs, Linear 6 and Group
7 both had significantly lower power than the control group, both ps < .05, and also significantly
lower power than the experts, both ps < .001.
For autoregressive graphs, Linear 6 and Group 7 again had significantly lower power
than the control group, both ps < .05. Autoregressive 27 and Autoregressive 54, on the other
hand, had significantly higher power than the control group, both ps < .05. Linear 6 and Group 7
also had significantly lower power than experts, both ps < .01.
Finally, for authentic graphs, only one group showed a significant difference. Linear 6
had significantly lower power than the control group, p = .01, and also significantly lower power
than the experts, p = .01.
For authentic data graphs, the two algorithms that were trained using 54 linear or
autoregressive graphs achieved 1.00 power, higher than any group of participants, while the
other two algorithms had lower power than any of the human participant groups (shown in
Figure 27). For autoregressive graphs, the two algorithms trained using the same 54 linear or
autoregressive graphs that the participants were trained with outperformed the human
participants, while the other two performed on par with the human participants. Notably, the
algorithm trained using several thousand autoregressive graphs (Lanovaz & Hranchuk, 2021)
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does outperform the experts, but not the algorithm trained using authentic data graphs (Lanovaz
et al., 2020). For linear graphs, the algorithm trained using linear graphs achieved 1.00 power,
while the one trained using 54 autoregressive graphs underperformed relative to the human
participants. The two other algorithms performed more or less on par with the human participant
groups.
Type 1 Error Compared to Graph-Creation Parameters
For all groups, mean Type I Error rate was calculated for autoregressive and linear
simulated data graphs. Type I error rate was defined as incorrectly categorizing a graph as
showing a change when that graph had a zero-level change parameter. The mean values for each
group, with confidence intervals, can be seen in Figure 32. Group means for all combinations of
factor levels can be found in Table 7.
For the first six participant groups (those trained using 6, 27, or 54 linear or
autoregressive graphs), a 2 × 3 × 3 mixed ANOVA was conducted to examine the effects of the

type of training graph (linear or autoregressive), the number of training graphs (6, 27, or 54), and
the type of testing graph (linear or autoregressive). This ANOVA showed no significant threeway interaction, F(2, 196) = 1.50, p = .23, and no two-way interactions, all ps > .05. However,
there was a significant main effect of the type of training graph used, F(1, 196) = 11.40, p < .001,
as well as of the type of testing graph used, F(1, 196) = 732.99, p <. 001. A full plot can be
found in Figure 33. The main effect of training graph type showed that participants showed
higher Type I Error rates when trained using autoregressive graphs (M = .45, SD = .26) than
when trained using linear graphs (M = .37, SD = .26). The main effect of testing graph type
showed that participants had higher Type I Error rates when tested using linear graphs (M = .59,
SD = .18) than when tested using autoregressive graphs (M = .24, SD = .21).
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The second part of analyzing the Type I Error rates involved comparing all groups with
the control group and with the experts using a set of four Dunnett’s tests: one each for linear
graphs (Figure 34) and autoregressive graphs (Figure 35), and within these, to compare to the
control group and experts. For linear graphs, no group showed a significant difference to the
control group. On the other hand, two groups had significantly higher Type I Error rates than the
experts: The group trained using six autoregressive graphs, p = .01, and the group trained using
54 autoregressive graphs, p = .02.
For autoregressive graphs, there were more significant differences. Experts had
significantly lower Type I Error rates than the control group, p = .01. In addition, four groups
had significantly higher Type I Error rates than experts did: Linear 54 (p = .02), Autoregressive 6
(p = .01), Autoregressive 27 (p = .02), and Autoregressive 54 (p = .01).
Lastly, the CDC method and the machine learning algorithms generally performed very
well in terms of Type I error (shown in Figure 32). For autoregressive graphs, three of the four
machine learning algorithms (all except the one trained using 54 linear graphs) achieved a Type I
error rate of 0.00. The CDC method had a lower Type I error rate than most groups aside from
the experts, while the algorithm trained using linear graphs performed on par with most of the
undergraduate groups. For linear graphs, the CDC method and all algorithms showed lower Type
I error rate than all human participants, with the CDC method and three algorithms achieving a
Type I error rate of 0.00 (except, again, the algorithm trained using linear graphs).
Type 1 Error Compared to CDC Method
For all groups, mean Type I error rate was calculated all three graph types: linear,
autoregressive, and authentic. Type I error rate was defined as incorrectly categorizing a graph as
showing a change when that graph was categorized as not showing a change by the CDC
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method. The mean values for each group, with confidence intervals, can be seen in Figure 36.
Group means for all combinations of factor levels can be found in Table 8.
For the first six participant groups (those trained using 6, 27, or 54 linear or
autoregressive graphs), a 2 × 3 × 3 mixed ANOVA was conducted to examine the effects of the

type of training graph (linear or autoregressive), the number of training graphs (6, 27, or 54), and
the type of testing graph (linear, autoregressive, or authentic). This ANOVA showed no
significant three-way interaction, F(4, 392) = 0.61, p = .65. However, it did show significant
interactions between number of training graphs and type of training graph, F(2, 196) = 3.01, p
= .05. There were no significant interactions between type of training graph and type of testing
graph, F(2, 392) = 2.18, p = .11, or between number of training graphs and type of testing graph,
F(4, 392) = 0.33, p = .65. Finally, there was a main effect of testing graph type, F(2, 392) =
757.25, p < .001. A full interaction plot can be found in Figure 37.
Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons were conducted for the significant interaction
between number of training graphs and type of training graph. Participants who were trained
using six autoregressive graphs (M = .65, SD = .29) had significantly higher Type I Error rates
than participants trained using six linear graphs (M = .48, SD = .29), p < .001. Participants who
were trained using 27 autoregressive graphs (M = .62, SD = .30) also had significantly higher
Type I Error rates than participants trained using 27 linear graphs (M = .52, SD = .29), p = .02.
Finally, there was no significant difference between participants trained using 54 autoregressive
graphs (M = .64, SD = .31) and participants trained using 54 linear graphs (M = .59, SD = .30), p
= 25. As seen in the interaction plot in Figure 38, the differences between training graph type
become smaller as more training graphs are used.
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The main effect of testing graph type was also investigated using Bonferroni-corrected
pairwise comparisons. Participants had significantly higher Type I Error rates when tested using
authentic data graphs (M = .80, SD = .22) than when tested using either autoregressive data
graphs (M = .27, SD = .20) or linear data graphs (M = .70, SD = .17), both ps < .001. In addition,
participants who were tested using linear data graphs had significantly higher Type I Error rates
than participants who were tested using autoregressive data graphs, p < .001.
The second part of analyzing the accuracy scores involved comparing all groups with the
control group and with the experts using a set of six Dunnett’s tests: one each for linear graphs
(Figure 39), autoregressive graphs (Figure 40), and authentic graphs (Figure 41), and within
these, to compare to the control group and experts. For linear graphs, Linear 6 and Experts had
significantly lower Type I Error rates than the control group, both ps < .05. Meanwhile, Linear
54, Autoregressive 6, Autoregressive 27, and Autoregressive 54 all had significantly higher Type
I Error rates than the experts, all ps < .05.
For autoregressive graphs, experts again had significantly lower Type I Error rates than
the control group, p = .01. Linear 27, Linear 54, Autoregressive 6, Autoregressive 27, and
Autoregressive 54 all had higher Type I Error rates than the experts, all ps > .05. Finally, for
authentic graphs, experts again had significantly lower Type I Error rates than the control group,
p < .001. All groups had significantly higher Type I Error rates compared to experts, all ps < .01.
For authentic data graphs, two of the machine learning algorithms achieved a Type I error
rate of 0.00: the one trained with authentic data graphs (Lanovaz et al., 2020) and the one trained
with several thousand autoregressive graphs (Lanovaz & Hranchuk, 2021). The algorithm trained
with 54 autoregressive graphs also had lower power than any of the participant groups, while the
algorithm trained using 54 linear graphs had a higher Type I Error rate than experts did. For
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autoregressive graphs, three algorithms achieved a Type I error rate of 0.00: all except the one
trained using 54 linear graphs. Finally, for linear graphs, only one (the one trained with authentic
graphs; Lanovaz et al., 2020) achieved a Type I error rate of 0.00, though the other three
algorithms still achieved lower error rates than any human participant groups.
Signal Detection Theory
A signal detection approach was applied to all participants’ (and algorithms’) answers, to
investigate sensitivity (calculated as d’) and bias (calculated as beta). This analysis was done
separately for autoregressive testing graphs and linear testing graphs. For this analysis, the
presence of a nonzero-level change was considered to be the signal. Authentic testing graphs
were excluded, as these have no graph creation parameters to determine the presence or absence
of a signal. Sensitivity for each participant, by group and graph type, can be found in Figure 42,
while bias can be found in Figure 43.
Sensitivity
Sensitivity was calculated as d’ for all participants. A d’ value of zero would indicate that
there is no difference between the means of the “signal present” and “signal absent”
distributions, i.e., that the participant is not sensitive to the difference between a present and
absent signal. The higher the d’ value, the more sensitive the participant is to the difference.
From the data shown in Figure 42, there is a clear tendency for sensitivity to be higher for
autoregressive graphs than for linear graphs for all groups, including the CDC method and the
machine learning algorithms. The sensitivity scores for autoregressive graphs also appear to vary
more for a few of the groups than they do for linear graphs, particularly for the control group. Of
the human participants, experts have a particularly pronounced difference between the two graph
types. Group 7 and the control group, on the other hand, have the most overlap of any of the
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groups. That said, expert sensitivity for linear graphs is no higher than for other groups. Expert
sensitivity for autoregressive graphs does appear to be a bit higher than several of the other
groups, most notably Group 7 and the groups trained with linear graphs.
Both the CDC method and the machine learning algorithms appear to compare favorably
to human participants for both linear and autoregressive graphs. For both graph types, all of the
computerized methods perform on par with, or better than, the 75th percentile of any of the
human participant groups.
Bias
Bias was calculated as beta (β). It represents a participants’ tendency to say either “yes”
(liberal bias) or “no” (conservative bias). A beta value of 1.0 would indicate a neutral observer.
A beta value closer to 0.0 would indicate a liberal bias. Participants who have a liberal bias
would have higher hit- and false-alarm-rates. A beta value above 1.0 would indicate a
conservative bias. Participants who have a conservative bias have lower hit and false-alarm-rates.
From the data in Figure 43, bias, just like sensitivity, is strongly influenced by the type of testing
graph that participants were shown. In general, bias values tend to be between 0.0 and 1.0 for
linear graphs. In other words, participants in all human participant groups generally had a liberal
bias when making decisions about these graphs: they tended to say “yes there is an effect.”
Experts appeared to be no exception to this, though they were closer to neutral than some of the
other groups.
The computerized methods (the CDC method and the machine learning algorithms)
behaved very differently: they tended to have much higher values for linear graphs than for
autoregressive graphs. In fact, the CDC method and three of the four algorithms (all but the one
trained using 54 linear graphs) have a strong conservative bias when judging linear graphs. The
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algorithm trained using 54 linear graphs is much closer to a neutral 1.0. This is likely due to the
fact that it was the only algorithm trained using linear graphs. One of the reasons that the
computerized methods were so conservative with linear graphs might be that they were less
influenced by the presence of trends than the human participants were (see functional
measurement discussion below).
For autoregressive graphs, the variability in bias scores appears to be much larger than
for linear graphs for most of the groups. This is particularly pronounced for Linear 6, Linear 27,
and Experts. For the two groups trained using linear graphs, bias values for autoregressive testing
graphs range from closer to 0.0 to almost 4.0. For experts, they range from close to 1.0 to 4.0. In
general, the group medians indicate that all groups of human participants have higher beta values
for autoregressive graphs than for linear graphs, tending to be either neutral or conservative in
their decisions. A conservative participant tends to respond with “no there is not an effect.”
Autoregressive 54 is a notable exception to this, as most participants in this group had a liberal
bias of varying degrees regardless of graph type.
Unlike the human participants, the computerized methods had lower beta values for
autoregressive graphs. For the CDC method and the algorithm trained using 54 autoregressive
graphs, this difference was particularly pronounced. The CDC method had a liberal bias for
autoregressive graphs, and so did the machine learning algorithm trained using 54 linear graphs.
The algorithm trained using 54 autoregressive graphs was slightly conservative, while the two
trained using a far more extensive set of autoregressive (Lanovaz & Hranchuk, 2021) or
authentic graphs (Lanovaz et al., 2020) were still very conservative (albeit not as conservative as
they were for the linear graphs). Notably, the SVC algorithm trained with several thousand
autoregressive graphs was intentionally created to have a conservative bias in order to reduce
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Type I error rates (Lanovaz & Hranchuk, 2021), to be more consistent with real-life research
practices.
Functional Measurement
Anderson’s (1981a) functional measurement approach was also applied to participants’
responding. This required some recoding of the data: responses on each graph had participants
separately rate whether a graph showed a change and how confident they were in that judgment
on a one-to-six scale ranging from “it was a guess” to “I am completely certain”. This can be
converted to a zero to ten scale ranging from “I am completely certain that there was no change”
to “I am completely certain that there was a change” with “it was a guess” converting to a 5 for
either answer. See Figure 44 for a visual explanation of the conversion. Using these converted
numbers, three graphs were produced for each simulated graph type (linear or autocorrelated),
for each group: one for level change and variability, one for autocorrelation/trend and variability,
and one for autocorrelation/trend and level change. For each of the three graphs, the x- and yaxes represent the marginal means for the two factors represented on the graph. The y-axis is
labeled from 0 to 10, in accordance with the marginal means, while the x-axis uses the marginal
mean values to show each group’s subjective difference between the levels of the factor shown
on that axis. If two levels are close together on the axis, it means that the marginal means for
these levels are closer together. If two levels are further apart on the x-axis, then the marginal
means for those two levels are also further apart. Therefore, horizontal distance between data
points represents participants’ perceived distance between two levels. Likewise, vertical distance
between data points represents participants’ perceived distance between the levels represented by
the different lines. It should be noted here that few of the participants’ graphs fit smoothly into
the additive or multiplicative models as outlined by Anderson (1981a). However, the ones that
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do are pointed out below. In addition, there are some other patterns of responding that re-occur
across several groups.
Figure 45 depicts the participants’ group means for all conditions as an overview. On the
left are participants’ responses to the autocorrelated graphs shown during the testing phase, while
on the right are participants’ responses to the linear graphs. For the autocorrelated graphs, the top
graph represents mean shift and variability, the middle one represents autocorrelation and
variability, and the bottom one represents mean shift and autocorrelation. Both the top and
bottom graphs show mean shift along the x-axis and, for both, the different degrees of mean shift
are clearly separated along the axis. Notably, participants appear to perceive the change from no
mean shift to a .5 mean shift to be much bigger than the change from .5 mean shift to 1.0 mean
shift. However, variability appears to interact in a multiplicative (fan-shaped) pattern with mean
shift (the top left graph). A similar pattern can be found for quite a few of the groups, taken
individually. When there is no mean shift, the variability appears to exert some influence on
participants’ decisions: when variability and mean shift are zero, participants appear to be
confident that the graph shows no change. Slightly higher variability leaves them less confident,
while at 0.40 variability they appear to be guessing (a value right around 5). When there is a
mean shift present (whether 0.5 or 1.0), variability’s influence appears to be smaller and
participants lean more towards guesswork than being confident one way or the other.
The middle graph shows a somewhat confused pattern for autocorrelation along the xaxis: 0.3 autocorrelation leads to a lower mean than 0, which in turn has a lower mean than .5. A
high variability shows slightly higher ratings than low or no variability, but both are at about
chance/guessing (a value of 5 along the y-axis). Finally, the last graph shows a similar lack of
differentiation between the autocorrelation values (the separate lines). While ratings do increase
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as the mean shift increases, the amount of autocorrelation present does not seem to have any kind
of systematic influence on overall mean ratings.
For ratings on linear graphs (shown on the right), the patterns are slightly different. In the
top graph, it appears that mean shift shows a similar pattern as it did in autoregressive graphs: as
mean shift increases, so do participant ratings. However, for linear graphs, variability does not
seem to interact with mean shift. In the middle graph, it appears that trend has a much more
predictable influence on ratings than autocorrelation did: as trend goes up, ratings also go up. At
a trend of 0°, ratings are around 5 (a guess), while ratings are above 8 when the trend is at 30°.
Again, though, variability does not appear to influence things in any particular way. Finally, on
the bottom graph, there appears to be some interaction between trend and mean shift. When there
is no mean shift, participants’ judgements appear to be strongly influenced by the degree of trend
present: when there is no trend, mean rankings are quite low, while in the presence of a trend
pushes ratings above 5. At a higher degree of trend, participants are more confident that the
graph shows a change. However, this influence gets smaller when there is any amount of mean
shift: higher trends still result in higher ratings, but the vertical separation between the lines is
much smaller. At trends of 0° or 10°, the pattern appears almost additive, with trend and mean
shift contributing on their own. However, when comparing a trend of 20° and 30° at 0.00 and
0.50 mean shift, they appear to be more multiplicative. This pattern also holds true for a number
of the groups, when taken individually.
The Control Group
The functional measurement results for the control group are shown in Figure 46. For
autocorrelated graphs, the top graph shows some interaction between variability and the degree
of mean shift. At 0 mean shift, variability plays a large role in determining participants’ ratings
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(low variabilities result in ratings close to 0, while high variability results in ratings just above 5).
On the other hand, variability plays almost no role at high degrees of mean shift. The middle
graph shows autocorrelation and variability do not interact very much at all. Instead, lower
values of autocorrelation always result in lower ratings, while higher values of autocorrelation
always result in higher ratings. Interestingly, participants’ perceived difference between 0 and
0.3 autocorrelation is much smaller than their perceived difference between 0.3 and 0.5.
Similarly, none or low variabilities appear to be treated fairly similarly, both resulting in lower
ratings, while a high amount of variability appears to result in higher ratings. Finally, in the
bottom graph, mean shift and autocorrelation do not seem to interact very much except in that,
specifically at a 0.5 mean shift, a lack of autocorrelation results in lower ratings than when an
autocorrelation is present. Otherwise, larger mean shifts seem to result in higher ratings.
For linear graphs, the top graph indicates that there is no interaction between variability
and degree of mean shift like there was for the autocorrelated graphs. Instead, the values of
variability do not appear to have much of an influence at all. Larger mean shifts appear to result
in higher ratings, though it is interesting that a 0 mean shift still appears to result in mean ratings
slightly higher than 5. This is likely because of the trend present in many of the 0 mean shift
graphs. The middle graph shows that higher trends also tend to result in higher ratings.
Interestingly, a 0 variability results in slightly lower ratings with 0 trend and slightly higher
ratings when trend is present, likely because participants can more clearly see the trends present
when variability is 0. The bottom graphs shows that degree of mean shift and trend interact:
when there is no mean shift, trend has a large influence on ratings such that no trend at all results
in very low ratings, while a large trend results in very high ratings. This difference, though still
present, is much smaller when there is also a mean shift present.
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Groups 1, 2, and 3
Group 1 was trained using six linear graphs. Their results are shown in Figure 47. For
autocorrelated graphs, the top graph looks remarkably similar to that of the control group, except
for two major differences. First, for the control group, the perceived difference between no mean
shift and 0.5 mean shift was bigger than the difference between 0.5 mean shift and 1.0 mean
shift. For Group 1, they were more equidistant from each other. Second, all marginal means
appear to be lower for Group 1 than for the control group. In the middle graph, the effect of
autocorrelation is inconsistent: a 0.3 autocorrelation produces the lowest ratings, followed by 0,
followed by 0.5. This is likely the result of marginal means that are very close together (as
illustrated by the lack of vertical separation in the bottom graph). The highest variability value
appears to result in guesswork (ratings close to 5), while lower variability produces more
confidence that there is no change. In the bottom graph, autocorrelation does not seem to have a
consistent effect combined with degree of mean shift. Mean shift, again, results in lower ratings
at lower values and higher ratings at higher values.
For linear graphs, Group 1’s top graph is also quite similar to that of the control group,
except with lower overall ratings. Notably, while the control group perceives no mean shift to be
more different from 0.5 mean shift than they perceive 0.5 to be from 1.0, Group 1 perceives the
opposite: no mean shift is closer to 0.5 than 0.5 is to 1.0. The middle graph shows increasing
ratings with increasing trends, and, similarly to the control group, even though no variability
results in lower ratings when there is no trend, no variability also results in higher ratings when
trend is present. Finally, for the bottom graph, Group 1 is also very similar to the control group
except for the aforementioned perceived differences between different amounts of mean shift.
Again, overall ratings also appear to be lower.
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As the groups receive more graphs for training, a few aspects seem to change. For Group
2, trained with 27 linear graphs, the perceived difference between different degrees of mean shift
looks more similar to that of the control group (see Figure 48). This is also true for Group 3,
trained with 54 linear graphs (see Figure 49). This is true whether they are looking at
autocorrelated graphs or linear graphs. For Group 2’s ratings of autocorrelated graphs, the
influence of variability on degree of mean shift does appear to change a bit: they show a slightly
more clear pattern of guesswork when variability is high (at all degrees of mean shift, 0.4
variability hovers near 5), while graphs with lower variabilities are more confidently judged as
showing a change or not showing a change (whether or not that judgment was correct). This
pattern is largely the same for Group 3’s ratings of autocorrelated graphs. Both Groups 2 and 3
also show an inconsistent pattern for the influence of autocorrelation, as the values on the x-axis
are out of order. This is likely, again, because their marginal means are very close together (as
seen on the bottom left graphs for both groups, in the lack of vertical separation between lines).
Variability does not seem to have a large influence at different degrees of autocorrelation.
Autocorrelation also appears to not interact with degree of mean shift in any consistent way for
either group, in that it does not appear to influence ratings very much.
For linear graphs, variability does not appear to have a large impact for Group 2, as
shown in the top and middle graphs. Higher mean shifts and higher trends both appear to result
in higher ratings, regardless of variability. For linear graphs, Group 3 shows an interesting
interaction between variability and mean shift, such that variability does not appear to make a
difference except at a 0.5 mean shift, where high variability results in less certainty (ratings
closer to 5) and no or low variability results in more certainty. For trend and level, the interaction
for Groups 2 and 3 is similar to the one seen in the control group and in Group 1: with no mean
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shift, trend makes a big difference in ratings, while at large mean shifts, trend makes only a small
or no difference in rating. Interestingly, for Groups 2 and 3, the effect of trend when there is a
mean shift present is much smaller than for Group 1 or the control group. In addition, ratings
when mean shift is present are higher for Groups 2 and 3. This is likely a result of the training:
when judging the training graphs, only mean shift is considered when determining the correct
answer. Training did not change participants’ responses when there is no mean shift present, but
it did seem to influence their responses when there was.
Groups 4, 5, and 6
These three groups were trained with either six (Group 4), 27 (Group 5), or 54 (Group 6)
autoregressive graphs. Group 4, with the least amount of training, also looks quite similar to the
control group, though there are some interesting differences (see Figure 50). First, the
autocorrelations on the x-axis are out of order in the left middle graph, again likely because the
different values of autocorrelation didn’t result in very different marginal means (as seen in the
bottom graph). In addition, for autocorrelated graphs, Group 4’s ratings for no mean shift are
slightly lower, and ratings for high mean shift are slightly higher, than for the control group. For
autocorrelated graphs, the patterns change slightly as groups receive more training. For Group 5
(see Figure 51), the top left graph shows that with no variability, participants have both the
highest confidence that there is no change when there is no mean shift, and also the highest
confidence that there is a change when a mean shift is present. Group 6, with even more training,
also shows this pattern (see Figure 52). In fact, in Group 6, a lack of variability produces roughly
equal confidence judgments whether the degree of mean shift is 0.5 or 1.0. This pattern is not so
clearly visible in Group 4. Groups 5 and 6 also both show the autocorrelation values in the
correct order on the middle graph’s x-axis. On the bottom graphs for both groups, it becomes
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apparent that, while 0.0 and 0.5 autocorrelation do not seem to influence at different degrees of
mean shift, 0.3 autocorrelation does: specifically at a 0.5 mean shift, this medium amount of
autocorrelation results in lower ratings, while either no autocorrelation or high autocorrelation
both result in higher ratings.
For linear graphs, the bottom graph also shows some differences to the control group: for
the control group, even at high degrees of mean shifts, the different levels of trend are still
clearly vertically separated (and about equally so for 0.5 and 1.0 mean shifts); however, for
Group 4, the line for 0° trend converges on the 10° trend line such that they are indistinguishable
at 1.0 mean shift. This pattern again changes a little bit as groups receive more training. For
Group 5, 0° trend and 10° trend are indistinguishable whether mean shift is 0.5 or 1.0, though
30° trend does still result in slightly higher ratings. For Group 6, trend and mean shift form a fan
shape, such that all levels of trend are indistinguishable at 1.0 mean shift, only slightly different
at 0.5, and very different at 0.0 mean shift. Group 6 no longer shows a mixture of additive and
multiplicative patterns for this last graph, but instead shows a perfect (fan-shaped) multiplicative
pattern.
Group 7
Group 7 received training with different contingencies than the other groups, but also saw
up to 54 autoregressive graphs during the training phase. Group 7’s results (see Figure 53) are
largely very similar to the control group in terms of the functional measurement patterns. For
autocorrelated graphs, the all three graphs show the same general patterns as the control group,
though the overall ratings seem to be slightly lower. Group 7 appears to perceive the different
degrees of mean shift to be more equidistant than the control group does. This also seems to be
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the case for the degree of mean shift in the linear graphs. Otherwise, Group 7’s assessment of the
linear graphs is also very similar to that of the control group.
Experts
The functional measurement results of the expert look quite different from those of all the
other groups (see Figure 54). For autocorrelated graphs, the top graph shows variability and
mean shift interacting in a way not seen in the undergraduate participants. When there is no
mean shift, variability appears to make little difference to the experts’ ratings: they are very low
regardless. When there is no variability, both 0.5 and 1.0 mean shifts result in very high ratings.
At 0.5 mean shift, any amount of variability results in ratings closer to 5, while at 1.0 mean shift,
0.1 variability results in very high ratings while 0.4 variability continues to result in ratings
closer to 5. This makes sense as a small amount of variability is better able to mask a smaller
mean shift and thus lead to uncertain ratings. The biggest difference to other participants is that
experts give low ratings when there is no mean shift, regardless of variability.
The middle graph for autocorrelated graphs also shows a pattern not seen in other groups.
First, the highest autocorrelations produce the lowest ratings, which is not seen in other groups.
Though, like in other groups, 0.0 and 0.3 are out of order on the x-axis because they are close in
value (as seen in the vertical separation in the bottom graph). In addition, there seems to be some
amount of interaction with variability: at a 0.5 autocorrelation, 0.1 and 0.4 variabilities make a
difference in ratings, while at 0 or 0.3 autocorrelation they do not. For the most part, the bottom
left graph is similar between experts and most other groups, though experts show a more
pronounced difference between the low ratings given to no degree of mean shift and the high
ratings given to a 1.0 mean shift than most other groups seem to.
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For linear graphs, experts also show a few patterns not apparent in other groups. In the
top graph, they show consistently much lower ratings for 0.4 variability graphs at all degrees of
mean shift. Graphs with low or no variability, on the other hand, are rated very similarly across
different degrees of mean shift. Experts seem to be overall somewhat confident that, at 0.4
variability, neither 0.0 nor 0.5 mean shift graphs show a change. Graphs with 0.4 variability and
a 1.0 mean shift are rated as showing a change, but not certainly as the rating is closer to 5. At
low or no variability, graphs with no mean shift seem to fall close to a 5 rating as well, likely
because many of them do show a trend though they don’t show a mean shift. When there is a
mean shift present, low or no variability results in much higher ratings, where experts seem
much more certain that there is a change present.
In the middle right graph, experts also show a different pattern than other participants:
while the ratings for low or no variability are not very different from each other, high variability
results in markedly lower ratings at all values of trend. In addition, 0° and 10° of trend are rated
quite similarly, while 30° trends receive higher ratings. Unlike other groups, experts tend
towards an additive pattern, though variabilities of 0.00 and 0.10 are treated almost the same
way.
Finally, in the bottom graph, experts are a little bit more similar to other groups. Like
many of the other groups, when there is no mean shift, trend plays a large role in determining
experts’ decisions, resulting in very low ratings when neither is present, ratings around 5 when
there is a 10° trend (but no mean shift) and the highest ratings when there is a 30° trend (but no
mean shift). Unlike with other groups, there is a bit of a crossover at a 0.5 mean shift: both 0°
trends and 30° trends are rated more highly than 10° trends, which are rated as close to 5. At a
1.0 mean shift, this reverses again, in that 0° and 10° trends receive similar ratings, while 30°
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trends receive higher ratings. Experts, just like quite a few of the other groups, show a
multiplicative pattern between mean shifts of 0.00 and 0.50, but not between mean shifts of 0.50
and 1.00.
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Discussion
Reliability
Overall, no group showed exceptionally high interrater reliability. The highest interrater
reliability was obtained by experts examining autoregressive graphs (Krippendorff’s Alpha
= .62), which although Fair by some standards, does not meet the minimum requirements usually
used in Behavior Analysis. Though experts showed more reliability than some of the other
groups for autoregressive and linear data graphs, they do not show any difference from other
groups for authentic data graphs, when judging by the confidence intervals for each group. While
this supports the idea that perhaps reliability measured using artifially generated graphs is
different from reliability measured using authentic graphs, it also strengthens the concern over
low interrater reliability, especially when judging authentic graphs. The lower reliability values
found in this study are in line with the earliest results from DeProspero and Cohen (1979) and
Gibson and Ottenbacher (1988). They also match the much more recent results from Diller et al.
(2016). In comparison to the meta-analysis by Ninci et al. (2015), the reliability values found in
this study are on the lower end.
Accuracy
How was Accuracy Affected by the Independent Variables?
Compared to graph-creation parameters. For the main six groups of trained
undergraduates, the analysis showed significant interactions between all pairs of factors: between
the number of training graphs and the type of testing graph, between the number of training
graphs and the type of training graph, and between the type of training graph and the type of
testing graph. Regardless of what graph type participants were tested with, they were more
accurate when trained with autoregressive graphs than with linear graphs. The difference
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between autoregressive and linear training graphs diminished as more graphs of either type were
presented. As seen in Figure 12, training with autoregressive graphs results in higher accuracy,
and accuracy does not increase as much when more graphs are presented, compared to training
with linear graphs. This same pattern held true for power, as seen in Figure 24. For Type I error
rate, this interaction was not significant, but the main effect for training graph type indicated that
training with autoregressive graphs also results in a higher Type I Error rate.
Regardless of how many training graphs participants received, participants who received
autoregressive training graphs performed better at autoregressive testing graphs than at linear
testing graphs. However, for participants who received linear training graphs, the testing graph
type did not make a difference (Figure 11). The pattern for power shown in Figure 23 is almost
the opposite: participants who received autoregressive graphs had slightly higher power when
tested on linear graphs than when tested on autoregressive graphs. Participants trained with linear
graphs showed a more dramatic difference in the same direction. The main effects for Type I
Error indicate that error rates are generally higher when trained using autoregressive graphs and
when tested using linear graphs.
Regardless of the type of graph participants were trained with, participants who are
trained with only six graphs perform about the same whether they are tested with autoregressive
or linear graphs. Participants who are trained with 27 or 54 graphs are more accurate when tested
with autoregressive graphs than when they are tested with linear graphs (Figure 10). The pattern
is, again, almost the opposite for power: participants trained with six graphs show much higher
power when tested with linear graphs than when tested with autoregressive graphs. This
difference is smaller for participants trained with 27 or 54 graphs (Figure 22).
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Compared to the CDC method. For the main six groups of trained undergraduates, the
analysis showed a significant three-way interaction. For authentic data testing graphs, neither the
number nor the type of training graphs had any effect. This makes some sense, as the type of
testing graph did not match either type of training graph, and the measure of accuracy also did
not match the training procedure. For autoregressive testing graphs, there was an interaction
between number and type of training graphs, such that participants trained using autoregressive
graphs consistently scored higher than participants trained using linear graphs, but this difference
grew less pronounced as more training graphs were provided (see Figure 16). Finally, for linear
testing graphs, only the type of graph used during training made a difference, such that
participants were more accurate when trained using linear graphs than when trained using
autoregressive graphs. For accuracy as measured using the CDC method, then, participants are
more accurate when testing matches training.
The results for power were similar, though there were a few differences. For authentic
testing graphs, participants had more power when they were trained with autoregressive graphs
than when trained using linear graphs. For autoregressive testing graphs, the results for power
matched those for accuracy: participants trained using autoregressive graphs showed higher
power than participants trained using linear graphs, but this difference grows less pronounced as
more training graphs are presented (see Figure 28). For linear testing graphs, power, unlike
accuracy, showed an interaction between number and type of training graphs: participants trained
using six and 27 linear graphs had higher power than participants who were trained using six and
27 autoregressive graphs, respectively, but for participants who were trained using 54 graphs,
graph type did not make a difference.
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The results for Type I Error were slightly different here, in that there was no three-way
interaction. Instead, there was an interaction between number and type of training graph, as well
as a main effect of testing graph type. The interaction was such that participants who were
trained using six and 27 autoregressive graphs had higher Type I error rates than participants
trained using six and 27 linear graphs, respectively, while for participants who were trained using
54 graphs, the type of graph did not make a difference. The main effect for testing graph
indicated that participants had the highest Type I Error rates when tested using authentic data
graphs, followed by linear data graphs, followed by autoregressive data graphs.
How Did Accuracy Compare Between Trained Undergrads, Experts, and the Control Group?
Compared to graph-creation parameters. For linear graphs, Linear 6 and Group 7 both
scored worse than the control group in overall accuracy. Linear 6 also scored worse than experts.
For autoregressive graphs, Linear 6 had lower accuracy than the control group and experts.
Group 7 also scored worse than the experts. However, Autoregressive 27 and 54 both scored
higher than the control group. Experts did not differ from the control group for either graph type.
In terms of power, the results for linear graphs mirrored the results for accuracy exactly.
For autoregressive graphs, both Linear 6 and Group 7 had lower power than the control group,
while Autoregressive 27 and 54 scored higher than the control group, just as they did for overall
accuracy. Also as with overall accuracy, Linear 6 and Group 7 scored worse than experts, and
the experts and the control group did not differ from each other.
Finally, for Type I Error when assessing linear graphs, no group was significantly
different from the control, while Autoregressive 6 and Autoregressive 54 both had higher Type I
Error rates than experts. For autoregressive graphs, Experts had lower Type I Error rates than the
control group, while Linear 54, and all groups trained using Autoregressive graphs had higher
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Type I Error rates than experts. Notably, Type I Error was the only analysis in which experts
differed significantly from the control group.
It should be noted that, for experts, the mean Type I Error rate for linear graphs was .47,
while it was .05 for autoregressive graphs (see Table 7). The latter matches the minimum Type I
Error rate frequently used for statistical analyses. However, this still runs counter to the argument
that visual analysis by experts results in a more conservative judgment than a statistical analysis
of the same data would.
Compared to the CDC method. For overall accuracy in assessing linear graphs, experts
scored higher than the control group, and all groups scored lower than experts. For
autoregressive graphs, Autoregressive 27 and 54 both scored higher than the control group, while
Linear 6 and Group 7 scored lower than the control group and also lower than the experts. For
authentic graphs, experts scored higher than the control group, and all other groups scored lower
than experts.
In terms of power, the results look a little different. For linear graphs, Linear 6 and Group
7 both scored lower than the control group and lower than the experts. For autoregressive graphs,
Linear 6 and Group 7 also had lower power than the control group and the experts.
Autoregressive 27 and 54, on the other hand, had higher power than the control group. Finally,
for authentic graphs, Linear 6 had lower power than the control group and lower power than
experts.
In terms of Type I Error rate, when assessing linear graphs, both Linear 6 and experts had
lower rates than the control group. Linear 54, and all groups trained using autoregressive graphs,
had higher error rates than experts. For autoregressive graphs, experts again had lower Type I
Error rates than the control group, while Linear 27, 54, and all groups trained using
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autoregressive graphs had higher error rates than the control group. All groups had higher error
rates compared to experts. Finally, for authentic graphs, experts had lower Type I Error rates
than the control group and all groups had higher Type I Error rates than experts. The higher
overall accuracy for experts, then, seems to stem from lower Type I Error rates compared to
other groups.
It should be noted that, for experts, the mean Type I Error rate was .42 for authentic
graphs, .07 for autoregressive graphs, and .54 for linear graphs (see Table 8). Although the error
rate for autoregressive graphs is far lower than for the other two graph types, all three error rates
exceed the value of .05 commonly used in statistical hypothesis testing.
How Did Machine Learning Compare to Other Groups?
Compared to graph-creation parameters. When judging autoregressive graphs, the
CDC method and three out of four machine learning algorithms (except the one trained using
authentic graphs) outperformed all human participants in terms of overall accuracy. The CDC
method and two of the algorithms (trained using either 54 autoregressive or linear graphs) also
showed higher power than the human participants. Notably, the algorithm trained with thousands
of autoregressive graphs (which also had high overall accuracy) still had higher power than
experts. For Type I error, three of the four machine learning algorithms (except the one trained
using 54 linear graphs) achieved an error rate of 0.00. The CDC method had a lower Type I Error
rate than most groups except for experts, while the algorithm trained using linear graphs
performed on par with the undergraduate groups.
When judging linear graphs, the CDC method did not do as well, but two of the machine
learning algorithms still outperformed the human participants in terms of overall accuracy: both
the one trained using several thousands of autoregressive datasets, as well as the one trained
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using only the 54 linear datasets that were also used to train the participants. In terms of power,
only the algorithm trained using 54 linear datasets performed on par with the human participants.
For Type I Error, the CDC method and all algorithms showed a lower Type I Error rate than the
human participant groups. The CDC method and three of the algorithms (except the one trained
using linear graphs) achieved an error rate of 0.00.
Compared to the CDC method. When judging authentic graphs, three of the algorithms
(except the one trained using 54 autoregressive graphs) performed on par with experts in terms
of overall accuracy. The algorithm trained with 54 autoregressive graphs outperformed all
groups of human participants. In terms of power, the two algorithms trained using 54 graphs
outperformed the participant groups, while the other two algorithms underperformed. For Type I
Error, the algorithm trained with authentic graphs and the one trained with thousands of
autoregressive graphs both achieved an error rate of 0.00, and the one trained with 54
autoregressive graphs also achieved a lower Type I Error rate than any of the participant groups.
When judging autoregressive graphs, three of the four machine learning algorithms
(except the one trained with authentic graphs) outperformed all human participant groups. In
terms of power, the two algorithms trained with 54 linear or autoregressive graphs outperformed
human participants. The algorithm trained using several thousand autoregressive graphs still had
higher power than the experts. For Type I Error rate, three of the algorithms (except the one
trained using 54 linear graphs) achieved an error rate of 0.00.
When judging linear graphs, all machine learning algorithms outperformed the human
participant groups, and the one trained using authentic data performed particularly well. In terms
of power, the one trained using 54 linear graphs achieved a power of 1.00. The algorithm trained
using 54 autoregressive graphs underperformed relative to human participants, while the other
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two algorithms performed on par with them. In terms of Type I Error, the algorithm trained using
authentic graphs achieved an error rate of 0.00, while the other three algorithms achieved lower
error rates than any of the human participant groups.
Signal Detection Theory
For all groups of participants, and for the computerized methods, sensitivity appears to be
higher for autoregressive testing graphs than for linear testing graphs. This difference is
particularly true for experts (Figure 42): their sensitivity for linear graphs is not much different
than that of other groups, but their sensitivity for autoregressive graphs is quite high and less
variable compared to the other groups. The CDC method and the machine learning algorithms
compare quite favorably for both linear and autoregressive graphs: compared to any other group,
they are consistently at the higher end of the range.
The results for bias looked a bit different. For human participants, beta values tended to
be higher for autoregressive graphs than for linear graphs, while for the computerized method it
was the other way around. For human participants, bias also varied far more for autoregressive
graphs than it did for linear graphs. For Linear 6, Linear 27, and experts, this difference in
variability was particularly pronounced (Figure 43). For linear graphs, all human groups tended
to have a liberal bias (though some were closer to neutral), while for autoregressive graphs they
tended more towards conservative. Notable exceptions to this were the groups trained using six,
27, or 54 autoregressive graphs, who (as a group) tended to be either neutral or liberal in their
bias when judging autoregressive graphs. The computerized methods, on the other hand, beta
values for linear graphs tended to be higher than for autoregressive graphs, and both values
tended to be on the conservative side. The exceptions to this were the CDC method and the
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algorithm trained with linear graphs when judging autoregressive graphs, where they had a
liberal bias instead.
Functional Measurement
The functional measurement analysis aimed to investigate exactly what was different
between experts and the different undergraduate groups, in terms of how they made their
decisions about each graph.
Autoregressive Graphs
When examining the influence of mean shift and variability, all groups aside from experts
showed a similar overall pattern: when there is no mean shift, variability appears to make a
difference such that no variability results in ratings close to 0, low variability results in slightly
higher ratings, and high variability results in ratings between four and six, in other words,
participants generally guessed. This results in a rough fan-shape (multiplicative pattern), with the
wide part of the fan on the left and the narrow part on the right. The high variability ratings are
slightly lower for Group 1, and slightly higher for Group 6. Experts, on the other hand, show a
rough fan-shaped pattern in the opposite direction, with the narrow part on the left and the wide
part on the right. They have low ratings when there is no mean shift, regardless of variability.
Experts, in other words, treat ambiguity due to variability a bit differently than the trained or
untrained undergraduate participants. When variability starts to obscure whether there may be a
mean shift or not (though objectively there was none), undergraduates’ ratings move closer to
“guessing” the higher variability becomes. Experts, on the other hand, say more confidently that
there is no change. This difference clearly shows the pragmatic approach of the experts: if the
change is not visible, it’s not there. It also indicates that the present training was not sufficient to
impart this aspect of decision-making to the undergraduate participants.
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In contrast, all groups except experts show (to varying degrees) less separation at the
highest amount of mean shift. In other words, at large mean shifts, variability does not have as
big of an impact on undergraduates’ ratings. They do become more confident in their ratings as
they receive more training graphs, but overall, there is still less separation at a large amount of
mean shift than at no mean shift. Experts, again, are the opposite: they show a more distinct
divide between no or low variability and high variability, in that they are much more confident
that the former does show a change while the latter does not. For all groups, experts included,
high variability does lead to ratings closer to 5 (a “guess”), though when there was no mean shift
experts were more confident that the graph does not show a change.
In terms of variability and autocorrelation, most groups do not show a consistent pattern.
This is likely because, as seen on the autocorrelation and mean shift graphs, there is not much
separation between the different levels of autocorrelation in general. However, experts do
uniquely show somewhat more confident ratings of “no change” at high variance than other
groups do. Finally, in terms of autocorrelation and mean shift, the pattern is mostly similar across
groups, in that there is not much separation between different levels of autocorrelation, though
ratings go up as the mean shift increases. Most groups do show a little bit of separation at a 0.5
mean shift, such that no autocorrelation has a lower rating for all groups, and a small
autocorrelation has a high rating for all groups. For the groups trained with linear graphs, the
overall upward slant (ratings increasing as mean shift increases) is more pronounced the more
graphs they are trained with.
Linear Graphs
When examining the influence of mean shift and variability, for all groups except Group
7, there is a general pattern that when there is no mean shift, or a large (1.0) mean shift, the
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different levels of variability make the least difference. At a medium mean shift (0.5), there is a
larger separation between variances, such that high variabilities generally produced the lowest
ratings while low or no variability generally produced higher ratings. Experts show a much wider
separation between high variability and low or no variability than the other groups: ratings for
high variability are lower than for any other group across different mean shifts, while ratings for
low or no variability are higher than for any other group. Again, experts appear more confident
in their ratings and, in the presence of high variability, seem more inclined to say decisively that
a graph shows no change than undergraduate participants are.
The trend and variability graphs are quite similar to the mean shift and variability ones.
Notably, ratings do not go as low or as high as they did for the mean shift and variability graph.
Otherwise, though, trends at different variabilities appear to be treated in much the same way as
mean shifts at different variabilities. Experts show a more pronounced additive pattern than other
groups do, between the highest variability and low/no variability.
For the influence of trend and level, overall, all groups show a bigger separation for
different trends when there is no mean shift. In other words, when there is no mean shift, trend
plays a big role in determining participant ratings. In addition, when trend is high, mean shift
appears to have very little influence on the ratings given to the graph for all groups. Ratings are
also somewhat consistent for 10° trend graphs, usually not changing very much across different
amounts of mean shifts. The ratings for graphs with no trend are what change most at different
mean shifts. For most groups, the ratings given to different trends are much more similar when
there is a mean shift present, regardless of the size of the mean shift. Most groups, then, show a
fan-shaped pattern between 0.00 and 0.50 mean shifts, while showing either a parallel, additive
pattern or no separation at all between 0.50 and 1.00 mean shifts. For some groups, such as
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Group 6, trend makes no (or almost no) difference in the rating when there is a high mean shift
present. Experts and Group 2 both differ from other groups in that there is some crossover of
lines in the graph. For both, while ratings for no trend are lowest when there is no mean shift,
10° trends have the lowest rating at a 0.50 mean shift while no trend has a slightly higher rating.
Implications and Future Directions
In terms of overall training effectiveness, multiple-exemplar training is promising.
Training with autoregressive graphs appears to generalize better to both graph types than training
with linear graphs does. Autoregressive graphs are generally deemed more similar to authentic
graphs, so, arguably, if training from autoregressive graphs can generalize to judging linear
graphs, it should also be able to generalize to authentic graphs. However, when accuracy is
judged using the CDC method, this is not the case: for authentic data graphs, the type of graph
used in training did not make a difference. It is unclear whether this is due to the nature of the
authentic data graphs, or whether this is due to the difference in how accuracy was measured in
this case. A future study could train participants using the CDC method’s correct decisions
instead of using the graph creation parameters, to remove that confound and examine if there is a
difference in type of graph used during training.
In terms of power, the groups trained using autoregressive graphs perform on par with
experts, and even trend towards having higher power. However, their Type I error rates also
trend towards being higher than experts’, resulting in overall accuracy that is quite similar. As
seen in Figure 8, accuracy increases as groups receive more training (i.e., from six to 54 linear
graphs, and from six to 54 autoregressive graphs). Interestingly, groups trained with six
autoregressive graphs start with higher accuracy than groups trained with six linear graphs. In
fact, training with six linear graphs is in many cases worse than not receiving any training at all.
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Group 7 also underperformed even compared to the control group in some instances, and so if
multiple-exemplar training is to be used, simple “correct” and “incorrect” feedback for each
exemplar appears to be best.
If the CDC method is used to judge accuracy, the patterns look different: training does
not seem to improve accuracy for authentic testing graphs. For linear testing graphs, only the
type of training graph matters, while number and type of training graph interact for
autoregressive testing graphs, as seen in Figure 15. It is noteworthy that, in the case of
autoregressive graphs, there is an improvement, because participants had no exposure at all to the
CDC decision-making rules. Looking more closely at power and Type I error, it appears that
while Power is generally quite high for all graph types, Type I error is far higher for authentic
and linear graphs than it is for autoregressive graphs, resulting in lower overall accuracy for
authentic and linear data graphs. Overall, multiple-exemplar training should likely include more
“no change” examples than it did in the present study, to address the higher Type I error rates
(regardless of how accuracy was determined).
The signal detection analysis showed that, although experts are not so conservative as to
have a Type I Error rate below .05, they do tend towards conservative judgments with
autoregressive graphs. Assuming that autoregressive graphs are, in fact, more similar to authentic
graphs, this may then also be true when they judge authentic graphs. For linear graphs, on the
other hand, most experts tended towards a liberal bias instead. The sensitivity and bias results for
the computerized methods were also noteworthy: the computerized methods were all more
sensitive than most human participants for both linear and autoregressive graphs. In addition, it is
interesting that they tended towards higher beta values for linear graphs compared to
autoregressive graphs, while the human participants showed the opposite tendency. This may be
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because the algorithms are less likely to be influenced by linear trends that are present in the
data.
The functional measurement analysis sheds some light on the main differences between
experts and undergraduates with or without training. The biggest difference appears to be that,
when high variability obscures whether or not there is a mean shift or trend present, experts give
much more confident “no change” ratings than undergraduates do.
The present study also contributes to previous research regarding expert reliability when
conducting visual analysis. The present results match the low interrater reliability values found
by other researchers (DeProspero & Cohen, 1979; Gibson & Ottenbacher, 1988; Diller et al.,
2016). In addition to the reliability values for autoregressive and linear graphs, the present study
also obtained a value for experts’ judgments of authentic data graphs. In terms of using different
types of graphs for this kind of research, Expert interrater reliability may shed some light on how
comparable the different graph types are. Expert reliability is not significantly different (as seen
in the confidence intervals in Figure 7) between different graph types, though the mean value is
highest for autoregressive graphs, followed by linear graphs, followed by authentic data graphs.
It appears that at least expert reliability does not suffer with simulated data graphs.
Accuracy results for the present study also depend on how accuracy is determined.
Accuracy as determined by the CDC method is lower for linear graphs than accuracy as
determined by the graph creation parameters. Accuracy for autoregressive graphs does not seem
to be as strongly affected. This makes sense since, when compared to the graph creation
parameters, the CDC method was more accurate for autoregressive graphs than for linear graphs.
In other words, the CDC method’s judgments agree more with the graph creation parameters for
autoregressive graphs than they do for linear graphs. This suggests that the measure of accuracy
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for a study should be chosen with care: participant accuracy may vary dramatically depending on
the measure used.
Finally, machine learning algorithms appear to be a good alternative to human raters. For
both linear and autoregressive graphs, they frequently outperformed human participants
regardless of whether accuracy was determined using the CDC method or the graph creation
parameters. For authentic data graphs, the algorithms’ accuracy (as determined by the CDC
method) was as high or higher than that of experts, though the Power and Type I Error rates
depended strongly on which algorithm was used. It would be interesting to see how they
compare when using other measures of accuracy for either testing or training.
Limitations
There are some methodological limitations to this study. First, multiple-exemplar training
as applied here is different from the way it is usually applied. Due to technical limitations in
Qualtrics, participants in Groups 1-6 were forced to revise incorrect answers on a graph
immediately, with no reloading of the page, which is likely less effective than having that graph
be presented again at the end of training. Due to the same limitation, incorrect answers during
training were also not recorded.
Second, there is a confound between number of trials and number of exemplars. It is
possible that only number of trials had an effect, and had the same 6 graphs been shown for 54
trials, the group would have performed similarly to the 54-exemplar group. This could be further
investigated by controlling for “number of trials” and “number of exemplars.” Third, functional
measurement is not easily possible with authentic data graphs as the authentic data graphs do not
have “true” parameters in the same way that the artificial data graphs do. Fourth, it is unclear
what “accuracy” means in visual analysis: who defines the correct decision for a graph? There
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seems to be no clear consensus in prior research on what should make a decision “correct.”
Reliability is a good measure, but it is insufficient. Interrater reliability could be a perfect 100%
if only all participants state that no graph showed a behavioral change. The present study
attempts to address this problem by using multiple possible measures of accuracy, in addition to
a reliability measure.
Another limitation is that the exemplar graphs in the present study clearly did not teach
all of the aspects that experts pay attention to in a graph. In particular “no change” graphs should
be better represented in future research, as that may lead to undergraduate participants more
confidently judging “no change” graphs. However, the low reliability for experts also shows that
experts do not all judge graphs in the same way, so comparisons to “how experts judge graphs”
should be made with caution.
Similarly, training for this study was simply based on responding whether there was or
was not a change shown in the graph, but this kind of training could also be done with more
nuanced responses (e.g., responding to trend and level changes separately). There was also no
good way of checking to what extent participants are responding randomly or reading the
questions properly. This is a limitation of doing the study in an online format, though the online
format also allows for including more participants as a trade-off.
A related limitation was that the simulated data graphs look different in many ways from
the authentic data graphs. This difference could influence how well the training (using simulated
data) generalizes to authentic data and how ecologically valid responses to the simulated data
graphs are. This limitation is the main reason why accuracy was measured both in terms of the
graph creation parameters for the simulated data graphs and the CDC method for all graph types.
This way, responses to authentic data graphs could be compared to responses on simulated data
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graphs, even if only in terms of the CDC method. It should also be noted that experts were not
detectably more reliable for authentic data graphs than for simulated data graphs.
There was generally a low response rate from experts. The present study did not offer
incentives for participation for expert participants, so this was expected. Because confidence
intervals and statistical tests depend on group size, it is noteworthy that the expert group was
much smaller than the undergraduate participant groups. In a similar vein, the number of testing
phase graphs was also limited due to concerns about participant fatigue. Additional incentives for
participation may mitigate this issue and enable the investigation of multiple graphs for each
combination of parameters. This, in turn, would enable a comparison between responses to
different graph parameters that was mostly omitted in the present study due to there being only
one exemplar for each combination.
The present study focused on accuracy as calculated either using graph creation
parameters or the CDC method, but there are several other decision-making procedures that
could have been used as a comparison. Participant responses could be compared to statistical
procedures, or some of the rubrics and flowcharts that have been created. In addition, correct
decisions for training graphs could have been determined using different decision-making
methods (e.g., the CDC method). Finally, it would have been interesting to compare all groups’
accuracy to the general expert consensus, but the low reliability of experts meant that there was,
in general, little consensus. Future research could address many of these caveats.
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Table 1
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Table 2
Group Sizes
Groups
Group 1 (6 linear graphs)
Group 2 (27 linear graphs)
Group 3 (54 linear graphs)
Group 4 (6 autoregressive graphs)
Group 5 (27 autoregressive graphs)
Group 6 (54 autoregressive graphs)
Group 7 (up to 54 autoregressive graphs)
Group 8 (no training)
Experts
Overall n

n
33
32
32
35
36
34
37
36
11
286
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Table 3
Mean Accuracy by Factor Combination
Group
Graph Type Judged
M
Group 1 Linear 6
autoregressive
0.53
Group 2 Linear 27
autoregressive
0.68
Group 3 Linear 54
autoregressive
0.72
Group 4 Autoregressive 6
autoregressive
0.75
Group 5 Autoregressive 27
autoregressive
0.77
Group 6 Autoregressive 54
autoregressive
0.79
Group 7
autoregressive
0.58
Group 8 Control
autoregressive
0.67
Group 9 Experts
autoregressive
0.79
Group 1 Linear 6
linear
0.57
Group 2 Linear 27
linear
0.66
Group 3 Linear 54
linear
0.69
Group 4 Autoregressive 6
linear
0.69
Group 5 Autoregressive 27
linear
0.70
Group 6 Autoregressive 54
linear
0.71
Group 7
linear
0.60
Group 8 Control
linear
0.67
Group 9 Experts
linear
0.68
Note. Accuracy is determined using the original graph creation parameters.
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SD
0.12
0.15
0.13
0.13
0.12
0.15
0.17
0.18
0.11
0.10
0.12
0.08
0.08
0.07
0.09
0.14
0.09
0.08
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Table 4
Mean Accuracy by Factor Combination
Group
Graph Type Judged
Group 1 Linear 6
authentic
Group 2 Linear 27
authentic
Group 3 Linear 54
authentic
Group 4 Autoregressive 6
authentic
Group 5 Autoregressive 27
authentic
Group 6 Autoregressive 54
authentic
Group 7
authentic
Group 8 Control
authentic
Group 9 Experts
authentic
Group 1 Linear 6
autoregressive
Group 2 Linear 27
autoregressive
Group 3 Linear 54
autoregressive
Group 4 Autoregressive 6
autoregressive
Group 5 Autoregressive 27
autoregressive
Group 6 Autoregressive 54
autoregressive
Group 7
autoregressive
Group 8 Control
autoregressive
Group 9 Experts
autoregressive
Group 1 Linear 6
linear
Group 2 Linear 27
linear
Group 3 Linear 54
linear
Group 4 Autoregressive 6
linear
Group 5 Autoregressive 27
linear
Group 6 Autoregressive 54
linear
Group 7
linear
Group 8 Control
linear
Group 9 Experts
linear
Note. Accuracy was determined using the CDC method.
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M
0.57
0.61
0.59
0.59
0.59
0.60
0.58
0.59
0.78
0.52
0.66
0.71
0.71
0.76
0.77
0.57
0.65
0.78
0.46
0.51
0.47
0.42
0.46
0.43
0.44
0.44
0.61

SD
0.11
0.09
0.08
0.06
0.08
0.07
0.10
0.09
0.09
0.13
0.14
0.12
0.14
0.12
0.14
0.17
0.17
0.10
0.10
0.14
0.11
0.08
0.10
0.10
0.11
0.10
0.10
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Table 5
Mean Power by Factor Combination
Group
Graph Type Judged
M
Group 1 Linear 6
autoregressive
0.37
Group 2 Linear 27
autoregressive
0.63
Group 3 Linear 54
autoregressive
0.71
Group 4 Autoregressive 6
autoregressive
0.75
Group 5 Autoregressive 27
autoregressive
0.78
Group 6 Autoregressive 54
autoregressive
0.83
Group 7
autoregressive
0.47
Group 8 Control
autoregressive
0.64
Group 9 Experts
autoregressive
0.71
Group 1 Linear 6
linear
0.61
Group 2 Linear 27
linear
0.75
Group 3 Linear 54
linear
0.82
Group 4 Autoregressive 6
linear
0.86
Group 5 Autoregressive 27
linear
0.86
Group 6 Autoregressive 54
linear
0.89
Group 7
linear
0.69
Group 8 Control
linear
0.79
Group 9 Experts
linear
0.76
Note. Power is determined using the original graph creation parameters.
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SD
0.20
0.22
0.22
0.19
0.19
0.17
0.28
0.25
0.16
0.17
0.17
0.12
0.13
0.14
0.17
0.23
0.16
0.14
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Table 6
Mean Power by Factor Combination
Group
Graph Type Judged
Group 1 Linear 6
authentic
Group 2 Linear 27
authentic
Group 3 Linear 54
authentic
Group 4 Autoregressive 6
authentic
Group 5 Autoregressive 27
authentic
Group 6 Autoregressive 54
authentic
Group 7
authentic
Group 8 Control
authentic
Group 9 Experts
authentic
Group 1 Linear 6
autoregressive
Group 2 Linear 27
autoregressive
Group 3 Linear 54
autoregressive
Group 4 Autoregressive 6
autoregressive
Group 5 Autoregressive 27
autoregressive
Group 6 Autoregressive 54
autoregressive
Group 7
autoregressive
Group 8 Control
autoregressive
Group 9 Experts
autoregressive
Group 1 Linear 6
linear
Group 2 Linear 27
linear
Group 3 Linear 54
linear
Group 4 Autoregressive 6
linear
Group 5 Autoregressive 27
linear
Group 6 Autoregressive 54
linear
Group 7
linear
Group 8 Control
linear
Group 9 Experts
linear
Note. Power is determined using the CDC method.
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M
0.75
0.82
0.86
0.91
0.88
0.92
0.78
0.87
0.92
0.36
0.61
0.70
0.73
0.77
0.81
0.46
0.63
0.70
0.56
0.81
0.86
0.87
0.90
0.90
0.64
0.77
0.96

SD
0.19
0.15
0.14
0.13
0.17
0.19
0.20
0.13
0.09
0.20
0.21
0.22
0.20
0.19
0.16
0.27
0.25
0.15
0.22
0.21
0.17
0.19
0.16
0.19
0.27
0.21
0.08
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Table 7
Mean Type 1 Error Rate by Factor Combination
Group
Graph Type Judged
M
SD
Group 1 Linear 6
autoregressive
0.15
0.15
Group 2 Linear 27
autoregressive
0.22
0.22
Group 3 Linear 54
autoregressive
0.26
0.24
Group 4 Autoregressive 6
autoregressive
0.26
0.19
Group 5 Autoregressive 27
autoregressive
0.26
0.22
Group 6 Autoregressive 54
autoregressive
0.28
0.21
Group 7
autoregressive
0.20
0.20
Group 8 Control
autoregressive
0.27
0.22
Group 9 Experts
autoregressive
0.05
0.10
Group 1 Linear 6
linear
0.51
0.16
Group 2 Linear 27
linear
0.53
0.24
Group 3 Linear 54
linear
0.59
0.18
Group 4 Autoregressive 6
linear
0.65
0.14
Group 5 Autoregressive 27
linear
0.62
0.17
Group 6 Autoregressive 54
linear
0.65
0.17
Group 7
linear
0.57
0.20
Group 8 Control
linear
0.59
0.20
Group 9 Experts
linear
0.47
0.13
Note. Type 1 Error rate is determined using the original graph creation parameters.
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Table 8
Mean Type 1 Error Rate by Factor Combination
Group
Graph Type Judged
Group 1 Linear 6
authentic
Group 2 Linear 27
authentic
Group 3 Linear 54
authentic
Group 4 Autoregressive 6
authentic
Group 5 Autoregressive 27
authentic
Group 6 Autoregressive 54
authentic
Group 7
authentic
Group 8 Control
authentic
Group 9 Experts
authentic
Group 1 Linear 6
autoregressive
Group 2 Linear 27
autoregressive
Group 3 Linear 54
autoregressive
Group 4 Autoregressive 6
autoregressive
Group 5 Autoregressive 27
autoregressive
Group 6 Autoregressive 54
autoregressive
Group 7
autoregressive
Group 8 Control
autoregressive
Group 9 Experts
autoregressive
Group 1 Linear 6
linear
Group 2 Linear 27
linear
Group 3 Linear 54
linear
Group 4 Autoregressive 6
linear
Group 5 Autoregressive 27
linear
Group 6 Autoregressive 54
linear
Group 7
linear
Group 8 Control
linear
Group 9 Experts
linear
Note. Type 1 Error rate is determined using the CDC method.
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M
0.70
0.70
0.81
0.88
0.85
0.86
0.72
0.81
0.42
0.17
0.25
0.27
0.31
0.28
0.31
0.23
0.29
0.07
0.58
0.62
0.69
0.76
0.73
0.77
0.65
0.70
0.54

SD
0.24
0.24
0.19
0.17
0.18
0.22
0.25
0.21
0.22
0.15
0.22
0.23
0.18
0.21
0.19
0.20
0.21
0.10
0.15
0.19
0.15
0.12
0.15
0.16
0.19
0.16
0.16
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Beginners with
training

Informed
consent &
demographics

How-to-readgraphs primer

Multipleexemplar
training

Testing phase

Beginners
without training

Informed
consent &
demographics

How-to-readgraphs primer

N/A

Testing phase

Experts

Informed
consent &
demographics

N/A

N/A

Testing phase

AI

N/A

N/A

AI Multipleexemplar
training

Testing phase

Figure 1
Overview of procedure for all groups
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Figure 2
Examples of authentic data stimulus graphs
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Note. All have .1 variability. From top left to bottom right: 0° slope with 0, 0.5, and 1.0 mean
shift; 10° slope with 0, 0.5, and 1.0 mean shift; 30° with 0, 0.5, and 1.0 mean shift.
Figure 3
Examples of linear artificial data stimulus graphs
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Note. All have .1 variability. From top left to bottom right: 0 autocorrelation with 0, 0.5, and 1.0
mean shift; .3 autocorrelation with 0, 0.5, and 1.0 mean shift; .5 autocorrelation with 0, 0.5, and
1.0 mean shift.
Figure 4
Examples of autoregressive artificial data stimulus graphs
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1 data graph presented to
participant. Question: "Does this
graph show a change in behavior
from baseline (A) to treatment
(B)?"

Participant answers correctly
(either: "yes" if the graph has a
nonzero level change parameter or
"no" if the graph has a zero level
change parameter)

Participant answers incorrectly
(either: "no" if the graph has a
nonzero level change parameter or
"yes" if the graph has a zero level
change parameter)

"Correct! You got 1 point. You
currently have ___ out of [6/27/54]
points."

"Incorrect. Please try again."

Participant will be required to select
correct response before continuing
to next question.

Next graph is presented

Figure 5
Training procedure for Groups 1-6, visualized
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1 zero level
change graph is
presented.
Question: "Does
this graph show a
change in
behavior from
baseline (A) to
treatment (B)?"

1 nonzero level
change graph is
presented.
Question: "Does
this graph show a
change in
behavior from
baseline (A) to
treatment (B)?"

Participant
answers correctly
("no")

Participant
answers
incorrectly ("yes")

Participant
answers correctly
("yes")

"Correct! You got
1 point. You
currently have
___ out of 27
points."

"Incorrect. Please
try again."

1 zero level
change graph is
presented. "Bonus
question: Does
this graph show a
change in
behavior from
baseline (A) to
treatment (B)?"

Next graph is
presented

Participant will be
required to select
correct response
before continuing
to next question.

Participant
answers correctly
("no")
"Correct! You got
2 point. You
currently have
___ out of 27
points."
Next graph is
presented

Figure 6
Training procedure for Group 7, visualized
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Participant
answers
incorrectly ("no")
No feedback.
Next graph is
presented.

Participant
answers
incorrectly ("yes")
Incorrect. Please
try again."
Participant will be
required to select
correct response
before continuing
to next question.
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Note. The bars around each point represent the 95% confidence interval.
Figure 7
Mean Krippendorff’s Alpha by Group and Graph Type
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Note. Accuracy was determined using the graph creation parameters. The bars around each point
represent the 95% confidence interval.
Figure 8
Mean Accuracy by Graph Type
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Note. Accuracy is judged using the graph creation parameters. Error bars show standard error.
Figure 9
Three-Way Interaction Plot for Accuracy
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Note. Accuracy is judged using the graph creation parameters. Error bars show standard error.
Figure 10
Two-Way Interaction Plot for Accuracy (Number of Training Graphs and Type of Testing
Graph)
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Note. Accuracy is judged using the graph creation parameters. Error bars show standard error.
Figure 11
Two-Way Interaction Plot for Accuracy (Type of Training Graphs and Type of Testing Graph)
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Note. Accuracy is judged using the graph creation parameters. Error bars show standard error.
Figure 12
Two-Way Interaction Plot for Accuracy (Number of Training Graphs and Type of Training
Graph)
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Note. Accuracy is judged using the graph creation parameters. Error bars show 95% confidence
intervals.
Figure 13
Dunnett’s Test Comparing Accuracy of All Groups to Control Group and Experts for Linear
Graphs
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Note. Accuracy is judged using the graph creation parameters. Error bars show 95% confidence
intervals.
Figure 14
Dunnett’s Test Comparing Accuracy of All Groups to Control Group and Experts for
Autoregressive Graphs
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Note. Accuracy was determined using the CDC method. The bars around each point represent the
95% confidence interval.
Figure 15
Mean Accuracy by Graph Type
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Note. Accuracy was judged using the CDC method. Error bars show standard error.
Figure 16
Three-Way Interaction Plot for Accuracy
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Note. Accuracy is judged using the CDC method. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals.
Figure 17
Dunnett’s Test Comparing Accuracy of All Groups to Control Group and Experts for Linear
Graphs
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Note. Accuracy is judged using the CDC method. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals.
Figure 18
Dunnett’s Test Comparing Accuracy of All Groups to Control Group and Experts for
Autoregressive Graphs
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Note. Accuracy is judged using the CDC method. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals.
Figure 19
Dunnett’s Test Comparing Accuracy of All Groups to Control Group and Experts for
Authentic Graphs
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Note. Power was determined using the graph creation parameters. The bars around each point
represent the 95% confidence interval.
Figure 20
Mean Power by Graph Type
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Note. Power is judged using the graph creation parameters. Error bars show standard error.
Figure 21
Three-Way Interaction Plot for Power
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Note. Power is judged using the graph creation parameters. Error bars show standard error.
Figure 22
Two-Way Interaction Plot for Power (Number of Training Graphs and Type of Testing
Graph)
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Note. Power is judged using the graph creation parameters. Error bars show standard error.
Figure 23
Two-Way Interaction Plot for Power (Type of Training Graphs and Type of Testing Graph)
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Note. Power is judged using the graph creation parameters. Error bars show standard error.
Figure 24
Two-Way Interaction Plot for Power (Number of Training Graphs and Type of Training
Graph)
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Note. Power is judged using the graph creation parameters. Error bars show 95% confidence
intervals.
Figure 25
Dunnett’s Test Comparing Power of All Groups to Control Group and Experts for Linear
Graphs
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Note. Power is judged using the graph creation parameters. Error bars show 95% confidence
intervals.
Figure 26
Dunnett’s Test Comparing Power of All Groups to Control Group and Experts for
Autoregressive Graphs
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Note. Power was determined using the CDC method. The bars around each point represent the
95% confidence interval.
Figure 27
Mean Power by Graph Type
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Note. Power was judged using the CDC method. Error bars show standard error.
Figure 28
Interaction Plot for Power
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Note. Power was judged using the CDC method. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals.
Figure 29
Dunnett’s Test Comparing Power of All Groups to Control Group and Experts for Linear
Graphs
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Note. Power was judged using the CDC method. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals.
Figure 30
Dunnett’s Test Comparing Power of All Groups to Control Group and Experts for
Autoregressive Graphs
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Note. Power was judged using the CDC method. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals.
Figure 31
Dunnett’s Test Comparing Power of All Groups to Control Group and Experts for Authentic
Graphs
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Note. Type 1 Error rate was determined using the graph creation parameters. The bars around
each point represent the 95% confidence interval.
Figure 32
Mean Type 1 Error Rate by Graph Type
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Note. Type 1 Error rate is judged using the graph creation parameters. Error bars show standard
error.
Figure 33
Three-Way Interaction Plot for Type 1 Error Rate
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Note. Type I Error is judged using the graph creation parameters. Error bars show 95%
confidence intervals.
Figure 34
Dunnett’s Test Comparing Type I Error rate of All Groups to Control Group and Experts for
Linear Graphs
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Note. Type I Error is judged using the graph creation parameters. Error bars show 95%
confidence intervals.
Figure 35
Dunnett’s Test Comparing Type I Error rate of All Groups to Control Group and Experts for
Autoregressive Graphs
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Note. Type 1 Error rate was determined using the CDC method. The bars around each point
represent the 95% confidence interval.
Figure 36
Mean Type 1 Error Rate by Graph Type
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Note. Type 1 Error rate was judged using the CDC method. Error bars show standard error.
Figure 37
Three-Way Interaction Plot for Type 1 Error Rate
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Note. Type 1 Error rate was judged using the CDC method. Error bars show standard error.
Figure 38
Two-Way Interaction Plot for Type I Error (Number of Training Graphs and Type of
Training Graph)
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Note. Type I Error was judged using the CDC method. Error bars show 95% confidence
intervals.
Figure 39
Dunnett’s Test Comparing Type I Error of All Groups to Control Group and Experts for
Linear Graphs
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Note. Type I Error was judged using the CDC method. Error bars show 95% confidence
intervals.
Figure 40
Dunnett’s Test Comparing Type I Error of All Groups to Control Group and Experts for
Autoregressive Graphs
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Note. Type I Error was judged using the CDC method. Error bars show 95% confidence
intervals.
Figure 41
Dunnett’s Test Comparing Type I Error of All Groups to Control Group and Experts for
Authentic Graphs
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Note. Signal detection analysis was done assuming that a “present signal” is a nonzero-level
change. Box plots show medians and interquartile range, while each point represents one
participant.
Figure 42
Sensitivity (d’) For Autoregressive and Linear Graphs for All Groups
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Note. Signal detection analysis was done assuming that a “present signal” is a nonzero-level
change. Box plots show medians and interquartile range, while each point represents one
participant.
Figure 43
Bias (β) For Autoregressive and Linear Graphs for All Groups
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I am completely certain
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Figure 44
Response Conversion for Functional Measurement
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Original Values
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Figure 45

Overall Functional Measurement Results
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Figure 46
Control Group Functional Measurement Results
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Figure 47
Group 1 (6 Linear Graphs) Functional Measurement Results
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Figure 48
Group 2 (27 Linear Graphs) Functional Measurement Results
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Figure 49
Group 3 (54 Linear Graphs) Functional Measurement Results
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Figure 50
Group 4 (6 Autoregressive Graphs) Functional Measurement Results
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Figure 51
Group 5 (27 Autoregressive Graphs) Functional Measurement Results
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Figure 52
Group 6 (54 Autoregressive Graphs) Functional Measurement Results
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Figure 53

Group 7 Functional Measurement Results
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Figure 54

Expert Functional Measurement Results
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Appendix A
Graph-Reading Primer
This primer on how to read a graph was shown to all participants. Note: for all questions,
if participants selected the wrong answer, they were told that this answer was incorrect and to try
a different answer choice. Each description with the corresponding graph was shown one at a
time.
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Appendix B
Group Responses to Authentic Data Graphs
On the left is each authentic data graph presented to participants during the testing phase.
On the right is the proportion of “yes this graph shows a change” responses by group. The CDC
method and machine learning responses are also included such that a “1” represents that the
method or algorithm determined that there is a change, while a “0” represents that the algorithm
determined that there is not a change.
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